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The Business of Education
BY BRYAN JOHNSTON
Nationwide, about 8% of college students
select a school to attend that is more than
500 miles from home. About 35% select
a school between 50 and 500 miles from
home. The largest number, about 57%, select
a school within 50 miles of their home. In
both college options as well as occupational
schools, Salem, Oregon is abundantly graced.
These pages will introduce you to schools
that give our students, whatever their age
or interest, a wide variety of options and
attract students from other parts of Oregon,
the USA and the world.
Generally, Oregon governors, mayors and
county commissioners would readily do
all within their power to help an industry
spending hundreds of millions of dollars and
employing more than 2,000 Mid Willamette
Valley residents. One would expect local
newspapers would regularly feature news
from the industry prominently and most
of us in the valley would have more than a
vague idea of what goes on in the industry’s
plants. Not much of what I just said, is the
actual state of affairs when it comes to our
local post secondary educational industry.

The Greater Salem area’s post secondary
educational industry consists of occupational
schools, one community college, a for-proﬁt
higher education institute, and several
traditional colleges. They offer opportunities
ranging from speciﬁc preparation for
distinct occupations to coursework in more
than one hundred areas of emphasis from
art and anthropology to zoology.
Their educational contribution is clear. In
the not too distant past, many Oregonians
could go direct from high school into the
types of natural resource and manufacturing
jobs that would provide a living wage
capable of supporting a good life and raising
a family. That time is gone. While there are
the occasional success stories, there aren’t
clear career paths readily available to all. We
live in the knowledge economy. Education
is a necessity.
Our schools and programs make their
educational contribution in a variety of ways.
You could place the schools on a continuum
from narrow preparation aimed at success
in a particular career to a broad preparation
aimed at learning about learning. The

Delon Celebrates 75 Years
BY BRUCE TAYLOR
There is a very good reason why many car
shoppers end up buying a car from Tom
Delon.
Aside from offering some of the best brands
in the auto business, Tom has a brand of his
own on the auto industry. It’s his name..
Delon. You’ll ﬁnd it on every BMW, Volvo,
Volkswagen, Honda and Mitsubishi he
sells.
Delon has a rich history in the Salem
automotive community. It just so happens
that his dealership is now seventy-ﬁve years
old and Tom is also seventy-ﬁve years old.
Both Mr. Delon and his car company are
just as fresh and spirited as the day back
in 1929 when it all began. Today you’ll ﬁnd
Tom at work with his cars everyday. When
asked what are you’re other hobbies? Tom
Delon was quick to say “the car business is
my ﬁrst and only passion, I play golf…but
I’m better at cars.”
Delon dates back to the Studebaker
era as a factory rep, Mercedes, also as a
factory rep. He was the link between both
companies to the Loder dealership in Salem
in the late ﬁfties and early sixties. After a few
years as Sales Manager of Loder Olds, Tom
purchased thirty-three and third percent of
Wayne Loder’s stock in the dealership. As

schools and others could argue, both
about where their schools belong on the
continuum and the respective value of their
approaches. When I served Willamette
University, I always enjoyed the explanation
of a liberal arts education that the late Dean
Larry Cress of the College of Liberal Arts
would give parents of prospective students,
“Our goal is to make the student interesting
at 42, not employed at 22”
The sector’s economic engine starts
its contribution with direct spending.
While not all of the spending is local, a
fair share, most importantly payroll, is.
Chemeketa’s approved budget for 04-05
was approximately 64 million dollars.
Willamette spends about the same. Add
Western Oregon University, Corban College
and the other schools and programs on the
list and your total education sector budget is
in the hundreds of millions.
The sector’s presence adds to our economy
in other ways than direct spending. The
dollars spent by the schools turn over
multiple times in the community. But the
schools dollars aren’t the only money put
into the economy. The students purchase
housing, foods, supplies and entertainment
locally. And parents, families and opposing
teams visit, stay and spend.
The non-economic contributions are
harder to quantify, but just as real. How
many well prepared graduates of these
programs are teaching, leading, and working
in our local economy? How many staff and
faculty members are serving as volunteers
or board members for our local businesses
and non-proﬁts?

Our quality of life is also enhanced by the
presence of the institutions. In addition to
museums like the Jenson Artic Museum in
Monmouth or the Hattie Ford Art Museum
in Salem, they offer dramas, speakers and
music performances that enhance our
dialogue and uplift our spirits.
On the athletic ﬁeld, their efforts ennoble
us. These schools that have athletic programs
treat them as extensions of the classroom.
Coaches are teachers. Athletes are students.
They play as amateurs in the best sense of
the word, they love the game.
Most importantly, these schools and
programs send graduates out into our
community who bring enthusiasm, energy
and the latest ideas to the marketplace,
the workplace and the community. We are
made much richer by their presence.

Mary Lou Zeek Gallery wins
national honor
BY APRIL R. PHILLIPS
the years passed Delon purchased both Jim
Loder Sr. and Jim Loder Jr.’s stock in Loder
Olds. In 1968 the Loder name was changed
to Delon and rest is history. Tom has a very
simple approach to business. No tricks
or gimmicks…just good solid deals with a
tradition of honest and forthright service for
everybody that walks into the showroom.
Following that fundamental practice is
the key to success according to Tom Delon
and right down to each and every employee.
In one short visit with Herb Juran, Sales
Manager now 25% owner of the Delon
operation today and you’ll see that the
Delon name not only has a rich history in
Salem but a bright future as well.
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Walking along State Street in downtown
Salem, you’ll pass by small storefronts in
historic buildings: boutiques, attorneys’
ofﬁces, restaurants, and – especially helpful
for a gray day or a melancholy mood -- the
colorful and refreshing Mary Lou Zeek
Gallery.
Duck in from the sidewalk and you’ll
ﬁnd a small sanctuary from the world. The
Mary Lou Zeek Gallery features bright,
playful glasswork, shiny and subtle metallic
jewelry, and moody oil paintings.
“People say, ‘I needed to get an art ﬁx’ or ‘It
cheers me up to come in here,’” Zeek said.
A former ceramicist who opened the store
ﬁve years ago, Zeek keeps a tight focus on
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her product line: she only carries one-ofa-kind or limited edition contemporary
art; the style can also be described as being
drenched in color. The gallery represents
about 125 artists, the majority of whom hail
from the region.
“We do have the best works in the
Northwest,” said Zeek, unabashedly.
The artists she represents returned the
compliment when they nominated the
Mary Lou Zeek Gallery as one of the best
art venues in the country. The gallery was
named as one of the Top 100 Retailers of
American Craft at an awards ceremony
Aug. 5, 2005, during the Philadelphia
(Continued on page 8)

PHONE: 503.365.9544

340 Vista Ave. SE, Salem, OR 97302
Ofﬁce Phone 503-363-2460
Each Ofﬁce Independently Owned and Operated

OPEN HOUSE 2-4pm
Great home + Hobby shop in North Albany. Single
level home built in 1973. 1332 Sq. Ft. 3 beds, 1.5
Baths. Newer roof, Vinyl windows, furnace, Water
heater. Large 20x18 Shop. Family room + Covered
patio is a nice plus. Large .20 acre lot. Must See!
COUNTRY LIFE CLOSE TO TOWN!
3 BD/ 2 BA + 2 Bonus rooms 1950sf Home on .73
acres. New carpet, Paint and much more. Wonderful
sunroom with views of surrounding area + plenty of
room for toys. RV Parking, Barn + Shop. Call today.
$258,900 6652 75th Ave. NE- Salem Contact Peggy
LeGrande 503-371-5121 www.legrandeteam.com
(546985)

373 ACRES!
Beautiful valley views! Call for details on income
from 160-acre Christmas Tree lease, Active Rock Pit
lease, and Rental Income! This is a rare income $$$
property! $1,500,000. Call DALE ROPP @ 503-8513253 or JOHN HATCH @ 503-508-0139. (542411)

ALBANY COUNTRY LIVING! $259,900.
Only a few miles from downtown. Spacious ﬂat lot
with garden area, landscaping and automatic sprinklers. Large functional kitchen with island, recessed
lighting, oak cabinetry and new wood ﬂoors. Spacious
master suite with private deck with southern views,
skylights in master bath ceiling fan and walk-in closet.
2nd bedroom with vaulted ceilings, 3rd with large
bonus, Possible 4th. Other ceiling fans and skylight.
New paint inside and out. RV gate and sideyard.
Please Call Donna Toline @ 503-551-1160
VINTAGE HOME IN NE SALEM!
Great little starter home. 2Bdrm, 1 Bath. 1,293 Sq. Ft.
Garage has been converted. Many updates. $135,000
For more details please call Chris Holmes @ 503-3029466 - chrisholmes@equitygroup.com

VERY BIG LOT WITH GREAT OPPORTUNITIES!
$159,900 Wonderful 3BD/ 2BA 1461 Sq. Ft Home on
.39 Acres. 14.5x30 RV/SHOP/BARN. Driving access
to back property, Fully fenced Lg. Patio, Some hardwood ﬂoors. Wide hallway, Fireplace, Newer Kitchen
ﬂooring, and much more! 1408 Brenner St. NE
–Salem Contact Amy Allen @ 503-930-9615 www.
legrandeteam.com (548151)

DUPLEX IN STAYTON.
Nice Duplex in Stanton. Each unit has 2 bedrooms
with a single car garage. One unit updated. Great
for investor or owner occupant. $190,000 Call DON
MEYER 503-999-2381 www.greatoregonproperties.
com (544560)

$195,000- 1635 NE Mayview Dr. Albany, OR 97321
Directions: Albany- Spring Hill to (R) on Nebergall
LP. Follow S Curve to Mayview Dr. Please Contact
Kristy Tindle @ 503-999-4322 www.outstandingagent.net (547354)

YOUR CHANCE TO “GET AWAY” ON YOUR
OWN ACREAGE.
$260,000- Great 1.26 Acres on North Fork Rd. Home
boasts 2424 Sq. Ft. inclusive of 4+ Bedrooms/ Bonus
Rm. 2 full baths. Updates include Windows, Flooring,
Water Heater, and Well Dump. Huge 32x32 Shop w/
RV Door. Close to Elkhorn Valley Golf Course. Call
Kristy Tindle @ 503-999-4322 or AL Tindle for appt.
and more info. 33535 North Folk Rd. -Lyons www.
outstandingagent.net (541813)

HOME WITH IT ALL!
4BD/3BA, 2225 Sq. Ft. Updated Kitchen, 2 Fireplaces, Tile roof, 10,000 Sq. Ft. Corner lot. Extra
Long Garage W/Shop Area. Room for RV/BOAT plus
Large above ground pool w/Sand ﬁlter. $239,900. Call
Donald Meyer @ 503-999-2381 don@greatoregonp
roperties.com 1294 Moneda Ave. N. –Keizer 97303
(545928)

BEACH PROPERTY WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE! ONLY $249,900
Lincoln City beach house close to Ocean, Park, and
downtown. 2,094 Sq. Ft. 6BD/2BA Beautifully landscaping w/Koei Pond + Creek. Don’t miss the opportunity to get in on the one. 3105 NW Lee St. Appt.
Necessary. Please contact Kristy Tindle @ 503-9994322 www.outstandingagent.net (546504)

CUTE WEST SALEM HOME.
3BD/2BA w/Lots of storage and charm. Many updates. New roof and furnace, Newer vinyl windows
upstairs. Remodeled Master bedroom and bath in
1998. Some woods ﬂoors on main. Huge kitchen.
Fenced Yard, Close to park and downtown. $179,000
551 Rosemont NW –Salem 97304 Contact Al or
Kristy Tindle @ 503-999-4322 www.outstandingagent.net (548701)

OPEN SUNDAY 2-4pm – INDEPENDENCE.
Great Home! Great Neighborhood! Great Value!
$172,900 Won’t Last Long! Well maintained &
decorated one owner home. Built in 1998 3BD/2BA
Vaults, Fully fenced yard. Garage has workbench
and built-ins. 1097 S. 7th St. –Independence. Directions: Monmouth Ave. Turn (S) on 7th St. in Independence. Contact Kristy Tindle @ 503-999-4322
www.outstandingagent.net (548319)

EXQUISITE CUSTOM HOME!
With over 2800 Sq. Ft. in Stayton’s desirable Oak
Ridge Vista with outstanding views of snow peak
and the Santiam River. This almost new home has
cathedral ceilings, slate and mahogany ﬂooring;
granite slab kitchen counter tops adjourn cherry cabinets. The master suite has French windows out onto
over 1000sq. Ft. of rex decking and a ﬁreplace that
goes through to the master bath. Attention to detail is
apparent in this ﬁne home, The list goes on and on!
For more details and viewing appointments please
contact Vanessa Riley @ 503-871-2503. Qualiﬁed
buyers only. 2764 Pine St. –Stayton. (548473)

BEACH PROPERTY BUSINESS AND HOME.
$905,000. Ocean view from this 1,400 SF residence
with two retail storefronts below, Located on Hwy.
101 in Depoe Bay. Business included in the sale
wich occupies 800SF of retail storefront at street
level. 600SF retail space is currently leased to another business. Great opportunity to live your dream
on the Oregon Coast and be your own boss of this
well established business. 112 N. Hwy. 101 –DePoe
Bay. Contact Kristy Tindle @ 503-999-4322 www.
outstandingagent.net (547912)

FEATURED HOME.
Lots of space, Lots or potential with a 1993 Square
foot, 4 bedroom, 1.5 Bath house. Fenced Large Lot
with covered porch. Large 34x13 Shop attached to
house. All of this for $149,900 with seller to pay
$5,000 toward lender required repairs. 1316 Main St.
–Lyons. Sholmes@equitygroup.com (547101)

GREAT STARTER HOME!
2 Bedrm with large bedrm, remodeled bathroom &
remodeled kitchen and has attached garage with cupboards. Vinyl windows all around. This is a spacious
small house & fully insulated. 305 Cameo St. NW.
$128,000. SHARLEAN HOLMES 503-371-5159
sholmes@equitygroup.com (546701)

CLOSE TO SCHOOL.
7 Bedroom, 5 bath, Two story home in the Pratum
area. Silverton High School on .23 acres. The living
room, dining room and kitchen are in an open area
setting on the main ﬂoor. A large family room is in
the center of the 5 bedrooms upstairs. All this for
$249,900. Call the Sharlean Holmes Team at RE/
MAX equity group, inc. at 503-371-5159 to see.

BEAUTIFUL 1971 HOME.
This is a beautiful 1971 home. Updates everywhere- Carpet, tile, vinyl windows, hardwood ﬂoors,
ﬁreplace in living room and Franklin Wood Stove in
the open Dining Room/Family Room area. This is a
must see. A very private, nicely manicured yard with
dog run.
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Incunabula in McMinnville

BY BRIAN AVENEY
Don’t look for current bestsellers on Phillip
J. Pirages’ shelves. In fact, most of his books
were published well before Oregon existed
as a state, or even a territory.
He characterizes the main portion of
the books in his inventory as “beautifully
printed, beautifully illustrated, beautifully
illuminated, or beautifully bound.” Some
are manuscript books painstakingly created
by scribes, rubricators and illuminators in
medieval scriptoria. Others are incunabula
(so called because they come from the
“incubator” of printing), being issued from
presses in roughly the second half of the
15th century.
Pirages buys and sells early books,
illuminated manuscripts and leaves, ﬁne
and historic bindings from all periods,
important illustrated books (especially
from before 1800, including early science,
medicine, and travel), British and
American literature (particularly the most
celebrated works or copies special because
of inscriptions, association, or condition),
the best of the private presses, and things
that are otherwise unusual or uncommonly
interesting.
He regularly travels to book fairs in New
York, California, Boston and London, both
for buying and selling. More locally, he will
be at the Seattle Antiquarian Book Fair
and Book Arts Show this coming October
8-9. A high point each year is the Medieval
Congress in Kalamazoo, Michigan, the
biggest convention of medieval scholars
in the world, drawing 3,000 medievalists
participating in 550 academic sessions.
About 60% of Pirages’ sales come from the
periodic catalogues he mails to about 4,000
active customers in 40 countries. Another
30% of sales are from Book Fairs around
the world, and about 10% are through the
Internet. Only a handful of customers a
month actually visit Pirages’ home and
ofﬁce outside of McMinnville.

Getting Started
While still working on his Ph.D. in English
Literature at the University of Michigan
(where he was writing a dissertation on
Restoration plays produced in London
during the 1660s), Pirages was hired to teach
writing at Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo. He was able to buy a house,
but had to go to garage sales for furniture.
At such a sale in November 1976, he saw
an architectural book containing copper
engravings of columns that were intended
as models for carpenters; the book had been
published in London in 1669 during the
Restoration. The $45 asking price was a lot
for his graduate student purse, but he felt
compelled to purchase it, especially when
the woman agreed to accept $35 for it.
After researching the book, he visited a
respected specialist in architectural books,
Geoffrey Steele, at his Bucks County, PA
home and ofﬁce 18 months later. Pirages
asked if he would be interested in buying
the book for $1,000. When Steele agreed,
Pirages asked him if he would phone him
when he sold it and tell him for how much

from under $50 for a leaf from a medieval
book to $35,000 for a manuscript book from
1640, thought to be executed by the French
master calligrapher Nicholas Jarry.

Creating Value

Phillip J. Pirages
- a book industry faux pas. But Steele kindly
did just that a few days later. Upon hearing
that it sold for $3,000, Pirages realized that
just knowing whom to call had made Steele
a tidy proﬁt in a few days.
Still teaching (ﬁrst at Western Michigan,
then at Kalamazoo College), Pirages began
bookselling on the side. He put ads in local
newspapers saying, simply, “wanted old
books.” As the book business grew, Pirages
reduced his teaching load.
The move to Oregon was triggered when
the woman in his life, Ellen Summerﬁeld,
accepted a position as Director of
International Programs at Linﬁeld College
in 1983. At ﬁrst, the business was run from
a rented townhouse in McMinnville. But
in 1990, they moved to a large sunny house
outside of town with separate living and
working spaces.
The collection constantly changes as
new things are added and old things are
sold. But the nature of it remains the
same: items chosen for their beauty and
historical importance. Inventory currently
online at www.pirages.com is grouped into
four categories: Illuminated Manuscript
Materials, Printed Leaves, Books Before
1800, and Books After 1800. Prices range

The value of a rare book can be affected by
many ﬁne details. “Firsts” or ﬁrst editions
nearly always have higher values than later
editions. Copies inscribed to or owned by
famous people carry a premium.
Pirages’ staff of three does research on each
new potential treasure, using a substantial
reference library, which includes all 745
volumes of the National Union Catalog of
Pre-1956 Imprints, and helps put together
the ﬁrm’s profusely-illustrated sales
catalogs.
By learning more about a work, Pirages
explains, someone can create value, and
the detective work involved can be both
exhilarating and ﬁnancially rewarding. For
example, Pirages purchased an attractive
manuscript psalter from another dealer at
a book fair and was able to recognize it from
his own experience as being done in the 15th
century in Italy. There was a handwritten
number, possibly a date 1476 on the inside
back cover in a later hand. Intrigued,
Pirages noticed that the bottom half of the
last column of text was in red. Using his
rudimentary--or “title-page”--Latin, he
deciphered enough to determine that the
book had been written in October 1476 at the
Monastery of St. Peter Martyr. Then, with
the help of a close friend (a retired professor
of medieval history and keen book collector),
he was able to determine not only that the
manuscript was prepared for the important
Monastery of St. Peter Martyr in Florence,
but that its scribe was very unusual. Most
manuscripts are unsigned, but this one
had the Latin signature of “Soror. G” - or
“Sister ‘G.’” It was uncommon for women
to be scribes, and yet more unusual to
assert themselves so boldly in writing. This
information increased the value of the book
dramatically.

Another way Pirages increased value was
to market related items together: he offered
in a recent catalog a prized single leaf from
the 42-line, or so-called Gutenberg Bible
(Mainz: Gutenberg and Fust, ca. 1455),
along with a huge two-volume facsimile of
the full Bible in a handsome binding of full
leather with brass ﬁttings (Munich: Idion
Verlag, 1977-78), as well as with a copy of
The 500th Anniversary Pictorial Census of
the Gutenberg Bible (Chicago: Coverdale
Press 1961). The Gutenberg Bible is generally
accepted as the ﬁrst substantial work printed
in Europe from moveable type. Each of the
items is rare in its own right, but each also
enhances the value of the other two.
Phillip J. Pirages may be reached at POB
504, McMinnville OR 97128, phone 503472-0476 or 800-962-6666, fax 503-4725029, e-mail pirages@onlinemac.com.

Contact Brian Aveney at
baveney@comcast.net.
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Working together just ‘good business’
Thank you to all of the businesses in our
community who provide the sponsorships
for events, support to non-proﬁts, and
volunteers to help many organizations. Our
community could never accomplish as much
as it does without this assistance.
A few weeks ago we honored a local
businessman, Bill Frey, who is now
deceased, but who left a legacy of support
for his community. The new overpass
linking the street that goes from Portland
Road to the Northgate Industrial Park was
named Bill Frey Drive because Bill was
a champion for the improvement of the
area. His efforts were a major factor in
crime reduction, assistance to children, and
the establishment of the Urban Renewal

District that has allowed the City to improve
the infrastructure of Portland Road. Thank
you to Bill Frey and his family for making
such a difference in Salem.
As we continue to move Salem forward
in a positive direction, there are more
opportunities for businesses to work with
the City. An important example is our
effort to attract commercial air service to
the Salem airport. With strong interest
from a major carrier now at our doorstep, it
becomes apparent that the actual use of this
airline must come from the business sector
to make it successful. We will be asking
many businesses this month to commit to
using service from Salem to their national
and international destinations instead of

The Mayor’s View Janet Taylor
driving to Portland. Just think of the time,
gas, and parking costs you can save - all for
just a cost of about $20 more per ticket!
This can be a beneﬁt not only to you, but
to the community as a whole, creating an
atmosphere that attracts new businesses
that need easily accessible commercial air
service.
The next few months will bring many
good announcements of a positive note. We
are in a special time for our community to

accomplish some new and long-term goals.
At the City government level we are very
excited to have the chance to partner with
the businesses to put the sparkle back in our
beautiful Salem.

Christian Distinctives Undergird Corban College
BY KAREN L. WILLOUGHBY - CORBAN STAFF WRITER
areas. Our strong academics are presented
from a Chstian perspective that enables our
graduates to bring effective, positive change
to the world no matter what career ﬁeld they
enter. That’s our unique difference.”
Corban College has grown signiﬁcantly
since its move to Salem in 1969 from
Oakland, California.
“We’re growing,” said Bryce Bernard, vice
president for academics. “Our graduate
program is showing us what a demand there
was for a master’s degree in education. And
we’re going to have the largest freshman
class in the school’s history this fall.”
The 2005 freshman class at Corban is 25
percent larger than last year’s, growth that
is more than double the national average for

Corban Scores Again
BY KAREN L. WILLOUGHBY - CORBAN STAFF WRITER
For the fourth consecutive year, Corban
College has been ranked in the top 10
colleges in the western United States by U.S.
News and World Report magazine.
It is the only Christian college in the Paciﬁc
Northwest to be in the top 10.
In the 2005 rankings, Corban is rated
ninth overall in the West Region in its
category: comprehensive colleges that lead
to a bachelor’s degree.
“We are excited again this year at this
recognition,” said Bryce Bernard, Corban
vice president for academics. “There’s
a certain credibility that goes with this
ranking.”
Among Corban’s strongest points were a
15-to-1 faculty/student ratio, 63% of classes
with fewer than 20 students, and only 3% of
classes with more than 50 students.
Corban retained 70 percent of its freshman
class, who had an average of 866 to 1288 on
the SAT/ACT, and graduated 50 percent of
those who started as freshmen, 6th highest
graduation rate for colleges in the West.
The school also ranked as a Best Value sixth in the West - by the magazine, up one
notch from last year.
“It’s just natural that we’re on the Top Ten

list,” said Richard Caulkins, Distinguished
Professor of Humanities, with the college
for 48 years. “We’ve been continually
improving.” He recalled a photograph of
the faculty from the 1950s; no one had a
doctorate. Fifteen years later, however, at
least half had doctorates.
“I’ve been quite familiar with the faculty
and staff because I hired many of them,”
Dr. Caulkins said. “Our academics are
outstanding, and we’ve made a lot of
recent advances in facilities and that’s been
substantive too. Students are enticed to
come here because we have an environment
conducive to learning.
“Corban is a lot more intellectually exciting
than it used to be,” Caulkins concluded.
U.S. News and World Report rankings are
based on several key measures of quality
that signal how well the institution does
its job of educating students, as well as on
the ratio of quality to price, percentages of
students receiving grants, and percentage of
a school’s total cost covered by grants.
Corban scored eighth, tenth and ninth,
respectively, in the three previous years
U.S. News and World Report has named the
college to its Top Ten list.

Christian colleges.
Corban’s graduate program started in Fall
2004 with 14 students. By early August 2005
the program has 51 enrollees, a ﬁgure that is
expected to reach 65 or more by September.
This represents a 364% increase in only one
year.
“We look for students of all ages who
prefer an institution with clear values and
concern for the whole person, one that is
committed to biblical truth in all areas and
that honors God in all ways,” Dr. Bernard
said. “What’s unique to Corban is that we
integrate a biblical worldview with each
one of our majors. It’s not just academics
on one side and spiritual matters on the
other. We bring them together so that our
graduates will consider their lives a ministry
in whatever vocation they choose.”
In addition to career-basedknowledge and
abilities, Corban graduates are equipped
with relationship skills based on respect and
ethical concern for all people. They make
great employees.
Emily Valko, a 2005 Corban graduate with
a degree in communications, is employed by
Van Natta Public Relations in Salem. Valko
began as an intern and was quickly offered
a position working directly with Mary
VanNatta, a PR professional with more than
20 years in the business.
“I’m learning ﬁrst-hand from a top
executive,” Valko said. “I’m meeting
legislators, lobbyists and business leaders
from all over Oregon, and I feel conﬁdent

D EDICATED.
to your investment
to your progress
to your experience
to your character

in myself because Corban gave me the
education and the skills to always do my
best for God and to work at it with all my
heart.”
“Emily had exceptionally strong skills and
came into the job with very little need for
training,” VanNatta said. “It’s clear that
Corban prepared Emily well to go straight
from school to work. She has the job ethics,
dedication and the smarts to do well in this
ﬁeld.”
Corban is growing in many ways as its
programs grow. The campus added a new
residence hall and performing arts center
this year, and over the summer more than
50 subcontractors renovated classrooms,
one of the dormitories and the dining hall.
Corban has also added talented instructors
and key programs of study during the last
several years. Students now may pursue
degrees in computer science, health sciences,
women’s ministries, criminal justice and
journalism.
A growing number of individuals and
ﬁrms see the beneﬁt of a strong Christian
college on the West Coast, bringing private
donations to a new level.
“We are blessed to have a number of friends
and supporters who believe strongly in what
Corban College is about and are partnering
with us as we pursue our vision,” Dr. Hoff
said. “We are already known as one of the
ﬁnest Christian colleges on the West Coast.
It is our goal to eventually reach university
status.”

800.845.3005
admissions@corban.edu
www.corban.edu

Corban College educates Christians to
make a positive difference in the world.
We provide strong academics from a biblical worldview within each of our 45
majors & programs so that our graduates can bring effective, positive change to
the world no matter what career field they enter. That’s our unique difference.

to your journey
to your future
054707C

Salem’s Corban College offers an education
that enables Christians to make a positive
difference in the world. Formerly Western
Baptist College, Corban’s new name is
Hebrew for “a gift dedicated to God”.
The college offers 45 accredited majors
and programs of study in undergraduate,
graduate and adult studies divisions which
lead to B.A., B.S. and M.S. degrees.
“When our students graduate, they’re
equipped to work in many careers - anything
from computer science to business or
government, from education to psychology
or criminal justice,” said Corban College
President Reno Hoff. “We also offer prelaw and pre-medicine programs that are
the foundation for graduate school in these

5000 Deer Park Drive SE | Salem, Oregon 97301-9330
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Context & Credibility
BY GUS FREDERICK
It’s a nice early morning as I drive south
down Cordon Road in East Salem. I see a
small sign up ahead, staked into the ground.
The hand-lettered message reads:

AFFORDABLE HEALTH
INSURANCE
CALL 503-555-1212
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We all are looking for affordable health
insurance. However, the idea of responding
to that timely message from this obviously
out-of-context media is another thing all
together. Right up there with choosing a
doctor from a hand-written number on a
phone booth wall. Now, if the same style
of sign were pitching something else, like a
garage sale for example, that media would
have been an effective choice in that context.
The message is important, but context is the
biggie.
The average consumer now days expects
whiz-bang graphics, because they see them
everywhere. You could have the best show
in town, but if you’re idea of marketing is
putting out a hand-lettered sign on the side
of the road, your potential customers will
drive right by, and your business will end
up in the ditch. The message needs to match
the context.
The big irony of the above example is that
today, more than ever, the small business
owner has a vast armada of tools and
services at their disposal. No one needs to
make hand-lettered signs anymore anyway!
With computers, graphics software and
inexpensive reprographics services available,
there is no reason why any business couldn’t
look professional.

So you get that new all-in-one graphics
software package for $29.99, and with
a good percentage of the 4 million fonts
and cute clipart included, your proceed
to design your company’s ﬁrst brochure.
These you then mass-produce on the trusty
inkjet printer you picked up at the discount
computer store, on to the cheap paper you
found in the bargain bin.
Even if the graphic layout is hot, the cheap
output gives it that “printed off the Web
for a school project” look. You and your
business will not be perceived as credible.
Conversely, bad graphic layout even
reproduced well is still bad. What is the
difference between good and bad design?
It is obviously a subjective thing. Or as one
famous wise guy said when asked what he
thought pornography was replied: “I can’t
deﬁne it, but I know it when I see it!”
Fortunately, the same proliferation
of inexpensive graphics hardware and
techniques has also spawned businesses
that provide those services. In the Salem
area, Fox Blue and Heron Graphics both
offer state-of-the-art digital reprographics
as well as traditional press work, as does
their sister outﬁt, Fox Blueprinting in Salem.
They both stand ready to make you and your
business look good.
It’s not hard and its not expensive. It’s just
a matter of context and credibility. And of
course, a good service or product! You could
have the best corporate identity going with
slick business cards and fancy brochures.
But if your company still sucks, you might
want to consider selling health insurance by
the side of the road!
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IN SALEM, MERRILL LYNCH CAN HELP
YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK
HARDER BY WORKING TOGETHER.
How do you see your financial life?
Your investments are there. Your
retirement here. Your banking way
over there. Seen separately and
managed separately, your financial life
can only take you so far. Now there’s
a way to go beyond those limits.
We call it Total MerrillSM. At its heart
is a powerful premise: your money

works harder when it works together.
A Merrill Lynch Financial Advisor will
look at your total financial picture
and deliver customized solutions
that can benefit every area of your
financial life.
Total Merrill. We see your financial life
in total. We help you reach your goals.

TO MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK HARDER BY WORKING TOGETHER,
CONTACT A MERRILL LYNCH FINANCIAL ADVISOR TODAY OR VISIT
WWW.ASKMERRILL.ML.COM

503-362-9506
MERRILL LYNCH
960 LIBERTY STREET SE, SUITE 110
SALEM, OR 97302
BENNY WON, CFM
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Total Merrill and Total Merrill design are service marks of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
© 2003 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, SIPC.
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Choosing Your Business Structure
Your business structure will determine
how your company is managed and how
your assets are protected. Each type of
business structure has advantages and
disadvantages. You may want to check with
a tax consultant or attorney, as well as your
local Small Business Development Center
or library to compare different types of
business organizations.
A sole proprietorship is the simplest form of
business, where one individual conducts the
business. The business owner is personally
liable for all the obligations of the business.
A sole proprietor does not have to be
registered with Business Registry unless the
business uses an assumed business name. If
the name of the business does not include
the full legal name of the business owner,
the business name must be registered as
an assumed business name with Business
Registry. This allows the public to identify
who is transacting business under that
business name.
A general partnership is an association
of two or more persons doing business.
All partners are personally liable for the
obligations of the partnership. A general
partnership does not have to be registered
with Business Registry unless it uses an
assumed business name, and it must use

an assumed business name if the name of
each general partner is not conspicuously
disclosed to the public.
A corporation is a legal entity created
under Oregon statute by submitting articles
of incorporation to Business Registry. A
corporation is owned by its shareholders. A
corporation acts as a single entity. It exists
separately from its owners, and continues
to exist even though the shareholders may
change. As a separate entity, a corporation
must ﬁle its own tax returns, it may own
property, sue, and be sued. It is managed
by a board of directors selected by the
shareholders, and must have a registered
agent in Oregon whose street address is the
registered ofﬁce.
The three common types of corporations
ﬁled in Oregon are business corporations,
nonproﬁt corporations, and professional
corporations. Business and professional
corporations are for-proﬁt corporations.
A nonproﬁt corporation is formed for any
lawful purpose except for ﬁnancial proﬁt.
A professional corporation is a for-proﬁt

A PERFECT FRANCHISE
for the Salem area

Sec of State Bill Bradbury
corporation formed for the purpose of
providing one or more speciﬁc types of
professional service. All the shareholders
of the professional corporation must be
licensed to render one of the professional
services.
A limited liability company (LLC) is an
unincorporated association having one or
more members. The LLC can be managed
by managers or members. Managers could
be compared to the board of directors, and
members are like the shareholders of a
corporation or limited partners of a limited
partnership. In order to be a member of a
limited liability company, a contribution
such as cash, property, or services rendered
must be made. The internal affairs of the
LLC are governed by operating agreements,
comparable to bylaws, which may be oral or
written and are managed by the members.
A limited liability company must have a

Franchise Select

...a franchise buyer’s service

Master Hair Manipulators

Carolyn Faulkner

Carol Wynn-Rathbun

Pres. / Carolyn Faulkner Corp

• High Income Potential
• Including Strong Residuals
• Single Unit & Multi-Unit Franchises
• Regional Developments Available
• Minimum Investment - $30,000

• Fastest Growing Industry in U.S.
• Multi-Billion Dollar Market
• National Caregiver Franchise
• Home-Income - Low Overhead

Contact Franchise Select at:

Employee Screening
Credit Reports
Criminal Records
Sex Offender Search
Education Verification
Employment Verification
OFAC Patriot Act Search

Tenant Screening

Credit Reports
Criminal Records
Eviction Records
Sex Offender Search
OFAX Patriot Act Search
Online Submission to Collections

Business Credit Reports
No Set Up Fee
No Min Billing

e-renter.com
E-Renter USA Ltd
435 Martin St #3140
1 (877) 322.0078 ext 3

registered agent in Oregon whose street
address is the registered ofﬁce.
A limited liability partnership (LLP) is an
association of two or more persons doing
business. It is restricted to partnerships that
render a professional service as deﬁned by
ORS Chapter 58, or partnerships that are
afﬁliated with an existing LLP and render a
complementary service or provide services
or facilities.
Because your business structure will
determine how your company is managed
and how your assets are protected, it is one
of the most important decisions in starting
your business. For more information about
choosing the right business structure for
you, visit us online.

Phone: 1-866-483-8103 • E-mail: franchiseselect@aol.com
5933 NE Win Sivers Dr. • Suite 213 • Portland, OR 97220

Owner, Stylist,
Extension Artist

1724 Center St. NE
Salem OR 97301
503-362-7031
503-851-6789 cell
carolandcompanyhair.com

New Name! New Owners! New Menus!
Open for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week!
Daily home-made soups & specials
Located at the Salem Airport with a Spectacular View

2680 Aerial Way SE • Salem, OR 97302 • 503-581-5721

EXTENSIONS
NORTH WEST
Carol Wynn-Rathbun
Owner, Stylist,
Extension Artist,
Hair Replacement Advisor

1724 Center St. NE
Salem OR 97301
503-362-7031
503-851-6789 cell
extensionsnw.com
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Mary Lou Zeek Gallery wins national honor
(Continued from Page 1)
Buyers Market of American Craft at the
Pennsylvania Convention Center. The event
was sponsored by the Rosen Group, which
publishes the art magazines American Style
and Niche.
More than 18,000 professional artists in
the U.S. and Canada nominated over 700
galleries and stores for the award. Retailers
were judged on how well they treat their
artists in terms of courtesy and respect,
timely payments, promotion of American

crafts, time and energy contributed to the
craft community, mentorships
toward
emerging artists and the percentage of
American works in a store.
The Mary Lou Zeek Gallery has been
nominated before, but has never made it
into the top 100 – something Zeek said is
“pretty cool.”
“I have no idea” who nominated the
gallery, she said, adding that the judging is
kept well under wraps. “You just know that
hopefully you’ve treated (the artists) well.”

CAROLYN BOLTON
& ASSOCIATES
Public Relations �

Communication

�

Mediation

Carolyn Bolton has successfully applied her rich array of skills and expertise to meet the needs of
Willamette Valley clients for more than 25 years. She has worked with local, state and federal
government entities as well as individual businesses, nonprofits, large corporations and professional organizations. Whatever your need in the communication, PR or mediation fields, Carolyn
Bolton & Associates can help.
�� marketing campaign management
�� event organizing and promotion
�� promotional video design and direction
�� logo and brand identity creation
�� design of promotional materials
� annual reports & other key publications
� newsletter design and editing
� government relations strategies
� teambuilding retreats for any group
� speech writing services

� media relations—radio, TV, newspaper
� research, writing and editing services
� tailored trainings delivered on site�
� public engagement processes
� appropriate conflict resolution
� large group facilitation
� workplace conflict intervention
� legislative assistance and bill tracking
� board strategic planning sessions
� discovering and writing your “story”

Carolyn Bolton & Associates � 1859 Skyline Court S. � Salem, OR 97306
503.391.1922

carolynboltonassociates@earthlink.net

SANTIAM ESCROW INC.
COLLECTION
ESCROW
SERVICES
Ask you Real Estate o
Escrow Profesional
about the beneﬁts of a
Collection Escrow Account
216 E. Virginia Street
P.O. Box 515
Stayton, OR 97383
TEL 503-769-6444
FAX 503-769-7164

Zeek is also hospitable toward the public;
she enjoys educating people on art media
terms such as “prisma,” “encaustic”, and
“horsehair raku.” “I want everyone to feel
welcome,” said Zeek. She also recognizes
that young people, for instance, are often
not able to purchase very expensive items,
so she carries affordable pieces such as
greeting cards and magnets. “They can
even buy something really small, but it’s
handmade,” which gives them a chance to
participate. “I want everyone to be able to
have that art experience,” she said. If you
are in the market for a more luxurious piece,
Zeek offers a three-month layaway plan.
She also provides a 24-hour return policy for
large pieces, so you can see how the painting
looks above the ﬁreplace overnight.
On the horizon is Zeek’s plan to expand
her consulting work, especially for ofﬁces
and other workspaces.
“I really do feel we spend the majority of

September 2005
our time in our ofﬁces and what we see and
what we feel comes out to our clients,” she
said. “If you see something that makes you
feel good… it can make your workday so
much better.”
Also upcoming: the Mary Lou Zeek Gallery
plans to host a show titled “Details,” in May,
2006. Salem photographer Kelly James
is scheduled to shoot ﬁne points that give
Salem its distinctions. The community will
be invited to do a bit of scavenger hunting
as they seek to ﬁnd the sites James captures
around town.
The Mary Lou Zeek Gallery is located at
335 State Street in Salem. The gallery is
open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday.
You may reach the store by telephone at
503-581-3229. Find out more online at
www.zeekgallery.com.
Introductory statement on the Zeek
Gallery web site: “Art has the power to get
to the heart of the matter and make you feel
things you’d rather not, or awaken moods
that had been dormant.”

Linn-Benton Community College
BY RITA CAVIN
Linn-Benton Community College is a
two-year public college established in 1966,
offering a wide variety of general education
classes, professional technical training,
college transfer courses, and customized
training programs. In addition to the Albany
campus, LBCC has three centers located in
Corvallis, Lebanon and Sweet Home.
Each year, more than 23,000 individuals
take at least one class at Linn-Benton
Community College and almost 6,000
attend full time, making LBCC one of the
largest community colleges in Oregon. About
33 percent of local high school graduates
come directly to LBCC after graduation. The
average age of our students is 24.
LBCC offers more than 50 professional
technical programs and a wide variety of
degree programs, including a two-year
associate of applied science degrees (AAS),
associate of science degrees (AS), and
associate of arts degrees, also known as the
Associate of Arts Oregon Transfer (AAOT).
The latter degree allows students to transfer
from LBCC to any college or university
in Oregon with all lower-division general
education requirements met.
LBCC also offers associate of general
studies degress (AGS) and AGS degrees
with a technology option. One and two-year
certiﬁcates within a professional technical
major are offered as well.
The Campus
LBCC’s 104-acre main campus is just two
miles south of Albany, Oregon, and 11 miles
east of Corvallis. The main campus houses
a learning resource center, bookstore, 500seat theater, library, conference facility, and
student lounge/recreation rooms. Dining
facilities include a cafeteria, a cafe and
a restaurant operated by students in the
Culinary Arts program.
The original 13 contemporary brick
buildings are connected by covered walkways
that encircle a landscaped courtyard.
Additional buildings include the Family

Resources Center, the Luckiamute Center,
physical education and sports facilities, and
a greenhouse. An LBCC horse management
facility is located a short 1.5 miles from the
main campus.
Student services include career counseling,
academic and personal guidance, ﬁnancial
aid and student employment, and student
leadership and involvement opportunities.
All campus facilities and parking are
designed to accommodate the needs of
people with disabilities, and public buses
provide students with free transportation
between LBCC and downtown Albany,
Corvallis,
Philomath, Lebanon, Sweet
Home and other communities in East Linn
County.
Special Services to the Community
LBCC’s Community Education centers
offer a wide variety of credit and non-credit
classes in Albany, Corvallis, Lebanon, Sweet
Home and other locations throughout
the district. Some of these courses are
transferable and can be taken for credit;
others are non-credit, special interest
classes.
Dual Enrollment
The LBCC/OSU Dual Enrollment program
allows students to be admitted to and
enroll at both Linn-Benton Community
College and Oregon State University simultaneously. One application process
and a single application fee provide students
the freedom to register for classes at either
- or both - schools.
Dually enrolled students may opt for OSU
housing and are eligible to take advantage
of the student services at both institutions.
Once their two-year degree at LBCC is
complete, those students are admitted to
OSU to continue to work on their bachelor’s
degree.
Linn-Benton Community College offers
something for everyone in the community.
After all - isn’t that what a community
college really should be all about?
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Dr. John Minahan Named WOU Interim President
The Oregon State Board of Higher
Education today appointed Dr. John P.
Minahan interim president of Western
Oregon University.
Before his recent
retirement, Dr. Minahan served Western
Oregon University as Provost from 1998 to
2004.
Minahan succeeds Dr. Philip Conn, who
announced his retirement as WOU President
in March and will leave the university at the
end of August after three years of dedicated
service. His appointment is expected to

last one to two years, according to Henry
Lorenzen, president of the Oregon State
Board of Higher Education. The board will
make a determination on the next steps for
permanent leadership of WOU over the next
several months.
“Western Oregon University has a long
history of having a student-centered
approach to learning through its strong
faculty and supportive environment,” said
George Pernsteiner, acting chancellor of
the Oregon University System. “The entire

campus community is vested in sustaining
the momentum in excellent programs
and teaching research that serve both the
campus and the broader communities in
western Oregon and the Willamette Valley.
Dr. Minahan can provide the leadership
needed to do this, and ensure a stable,
fully working campus until permanent
leadership is in place.”
Dr. Minahan, in addition to his previous
service at Western Oregon University,
has held academic leadership positions

The Global Work (and living) Place
BOB WILLNER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; OREGON INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
neighbors (or from thinking they can rest on
As New York Times correspondent Tom
past achievement) may lose out, but if that
Friedman says in the title of his latest book,
is the price of more people ﬁnding scope for
“The World Is Flat”. With that observation
their talents and energies, and more children
he aims to persuade us that barriers of
living to grow up, then we can’t really
distance no longer matter - that we are all
complain (even if we do have to scramble
part of one global community (social and
for what we once took for granted). Some
business). But (as the picture on the jacket
people call this “a race to the bottom” but
indicates) he may also have meant “careful
that is only true if we thought we could stay
you don’t fall off the edge”.
put, AND keep looking down.
This is a danger we have to consider as we
So - what to do? Answer: learn all we can,
face the competition of six billion people,
as fast as we can, and keep looking upwards
especially from those who have seen what
to see what we need to do better.
the world can offer if you hustle. A lot of
This begins in school, where we have to
them are doing just that, pursuing the best
abandon the cheerful assumption that going
education they can get, in societies where
to class equals learning, and recognize that
learning has been a privilege, not a right.
there are several billion students in other
The result, like those of US economic
countries who grow up knowing that the
growth itself - is that a lot of people get to
competition to learn is the most important
live better than they ever imagined. Of
one there is.
course it also means that those who get
Fortunately, learning is not a “zero-sum
their kicks from feeling better off than their

1040 Commercial St. S, Salem, OR 97302
(Just 2 blocks south of Mission)

4 years locally owned & operated
Expert B2B Professional, Affordable Computer Services
on site or in shop
• Networking Specialists
• Software Trouble-Shooting
• All Brands Hardware Repair (Mac Included)
• Residential Service throughout the Willamette Valley

TIRED OF DEALING WITH MULTIPLE VENDORS?
ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!
Let

Take Care of All Your Ofﬁce Systems
• Copiers
• Laser Printers

• Typewriters
• Inkjet Printers

game”. Knowledge seems to be one form
of wealth that can expand to meet demand.
There may be temporary advantage in
knowing something the other guy doesn’t,
but we usually gain more in the long run
when everybody gets smarter.
With which in mind, probably the best
step we can take toward a better economic
future is also the best insurance for an
improved social environment - to recognize
high quality education as the most
important investment any of us can make
for ourselves, for our children, and for our
fellow residents of this shrinking planet.
This does not mean it is painless, but it
is the kind of pain that pretty inevitably
brings some gain. I hope the Oregon
business community will maintain its
commitment to these principles, and keep
us all moving toward more, and better,
worldwide learning.

at Xavier University, the University of
North Florida, and the State University of
New York College at Buffalo. Dr. Minahan
received his B.A. in Philosophy from Canisius
College and his Ph.D. in Philosophy from
Georgetown University in Washington DC.
He joined WOU in 1986, serving as Dean of
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and
Professor of Philosophy, before assuming
his duties as Provost in 1998.
“It is a privilege for the Board to entrust
Western’s interim presidency to me,” said
Dr. Minahan. “It is time for the Western
community to come together and prepare to
welcome students, faculty, and staff back to
campus for the new academic year.”
WOU, located in Monmouth, Oregon, is
steadily emerging as a leading comprehensive
public liberal arts institution. Founded
in 1856, and the oldest OUS institution,
WOU has an enrollment of about 4,500
undergraduates and 400 graduate students.
Home to the nationally renowned Teaching
Research Institution, WOU’s faculty is
engaged in wide-ranging scholarship as well
as community-based projects and facultystudent collaborations.
Oregon University System (OUS) comprises
seven distinguished public universities,
reaching more than one million people each
year through on-campus classes, statewide
public services and lifelong learning. The
Oregon State Board of Higher Education,
the statutory governing board of OUS, is
composed of eleven members appointed by
the Governor and conﬁrmed by the Oregon
State Senate. For additional information, go
to www.ous.edu

Commercial Carpet
In Stock
Solution Dyed
28oz Nylon
Heavy Duty Carpet
3 Colors with Carpet Base to Match

15.95* sq. yd.

$

Installed Direct Glue

REASONABLE SERVICE AGREEMENTS AVAILABLE
WE SELL NEW & REFURBISHED SYSTEMS!
BUY LOCALLY - SERVICE LOCALLY - LOCAL WARRANTY
Powerful, Professional, Personal Local Alternative to the Big Brand Runaround!

Call Tech Direct:.503-391-7009
24 / 7:.503-871-1359
Fax:.503-586-0126
Email:.cyberhelp4u@comcast.net
• 3 Hour or Less Rapid Response Guarantee
• All Work Warrantied • Fully Insured
Over 80 Years of Team Experience in every facet of manufacture,
quality control, repair, troubleshooting, networking

425 Pine St. NE., Salem

503-371-7556

*Removal & disposal of old carpet & furniture moving not included. Carpet sold separately.
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Off the Shelf:

Books for Organization, Time
Management, and Productivity
BETSY ROMEO - SALEM PUBLIC LIBRARY REFERENCE LIBRARIAN
If you have trouble ﬁnding your desk,
answering your e-mail, or juggling priorities,
this month’s column is for you. Help is on
the way via some great books available at
the Salem Public Library. Even the busiest
professional can glean quick tips from these
titles. Learn to work smarter, not harder, so
you can gain the competitive edge and still
have a life.
Morgenstern, Julie.
Making Work Work: New Strategies
for Surviving and Thriving at the Ofﬁce.
New York: Simon & Schuster, 2004.
Library Call Number: 650.1 Morgen 2004
Julie Morgenstern is an organizing genius.
This book changed my work life, and it can
change yours, too. Her easy-to-implement
strategies will help you get organized, boost
productivity, and solve problems. Don’t
have time to read a book? Check out her web
site at: www.juliemorgenstern.com.
Stack, Laura.
Leave the Ofﬁce Earlier:
New York: Broadway Books, 2004.
Library Call Number: 650.11 Stack 2004
Subtitled “The Productivity Pro® Shows
You How to Do More in Less Time…and
Feel Great About It,” this is one of the best

organizational books to read if you are short
on time. Take Laura Stack’s “Productivity
Quotient (PQ)” pretest and pinpoint the
sections covering your weak spots. Read
the ﬁrst chapter to assess your values and
priorities and peruse other chapters later
to reﬁne your strengths. Gain additional
information at her web site:
www.
TheProductivityPro.com.
Hemphill, Barbara.
Taming the Paper Tiger at Work.
Washington, DC: Kiplinger Books, 2002.
Library Call Number: 651.5 Hemp 2002
Barbara Hemphill’s book offers detailed,
practical tips for creating organization
systems to handle both paper and electronic
information. She also created Taming
the Paper Tiger software to help with this
process. Read her book and schedule a
“File Clean-Out Day” for your ofﬁce or
organization. Learn more about her work
at: wwwproductiveEnvironment.com.
Interested in any of these books? Stop by
the library, call us at 503-588-6052, or check
availability online at www.salemlibrary.org
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Linﬁeld College
Linﬁeld College is an independent,
comprehensive undergraduate institution,
nationally recognized for its strong teaching
faculty, outstanding science programs and
distinctive international emphasis. Linﬁeld
has a challenging academic program that
features a broad liberal arts core and an
opportunity for hands-on research with
faculty across the curriculum.
Linﬁeld has three distinct programs,
enrolling over 2,000 students in 41
majors. The McMinnville Campus serves
a traditional undergraduate population,
offering majors in the traditional liberal arts
as well as professional studies. The business
department, which is one of the largest
on campus, offers degrees in accounting,
business,
ﬁnance
and
international
business.
Linﬁeld’s Portland Campus has a health
care focus offering a degree in nursing
through Linﬁeld-Good Samaritan School
of Nursing as well as degrees in health
sciences and environmental sciences with
an environmental health focus.
The Division of Continuing Education
operates the college’s Adult Degree
Program, which primarily serves working
adults seeking college degrees, additional
qualiﬁcations for career enhancement or
credentials for a new career. The Adult
Degree Program serves the entire state
through on-line courses and centers in eight
communities, ﬁve of them in conjunction
with local community colleges including
Linﬁeld’s Salem Center which works in
partnership with Chemeketa Community
College.
International study is an important part
of the Linﬁeld experience. More than half
of all students study abroad at some point
during their years at Linﬁeld either through
10 semester abroad sites, academic year
abroad programs or January Term, with its
popular four-week intensive courses offered
at 15 domestic and international locations.
Linﬁeld emphasizes collaborative learning
between students and faculty in many
disciplines, with students actively involved
in research in all areas of the curriculum
from the biological, physical and social
sciences, to the arts and humanities.
Linﬁeld is consistently ranked as one of the
top colleges in the region and for the past

Interim President Marvin Henberg
four years has been ranked the top college
in the western region in the Comprehensive
College’s Bachelor’s category by U.S. News
& World Report.
The college serves as cultural and
recreational resource for the local
community through its library, awardwinning music and theatre programs, and
exhibits by regionally and nationally known
artists. The college sponsors a lively program
of lectures by national and internationally
known leaders, authors, politicians and
other prominent ﬁgures. The Oregon Nobel
Laureate Symposium has brought Nobel
laureates from various ﬁelds to campus since
it was established in 1985 as one of only
two such ofﬁcially sanctioned symposia in
the U.S. and ﬁve in the world. The college’s
19 varsity athletic teams provide exciting
opportunities for local residents to watch
Linﬁeld’s nationally ranked teams. This fall,
the Wildcats football team will defend the
NCAA Division III football title and hope to
extend their consecutive winning seasons to
50 ¬– the longest winning streak ever of any
college in the nation.
The majority of Linﬁeld alumni live in
Oregon with many living and working in
the Salem area, including Richard Withnell,
owner of Withnell Dodge; Dick Hughes,
editorial page editor of the StatesmanJournal; Sherri Partridge, annual giving
and special events ofﬁcer, Salem Hospital
Foundation; Katie Unrein, accountant with
Roth’s Grocery Stores; Guido Caldarazzo,
retired principal in the Salem area; and
Marv Heater, a retired coach from South
Salem High School and current executive
director of the Oregon Athletic Coaches
Association.

Amp Up Your Career

with Professional Business Seminars at Salem Public Library
August 22
September 26
October 24
November 14
December 12

Dynamic Design: Creating Eye-Catching Marketing Materials
Getting It All Done: Practical Time Management
Mastering Management: Criticism & Discipline Skills
Delivering Exceptional Customer Service
Caring for the Inner Piece: Stress Management Tools

$85 per session/All sessions run 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in Loucks Auditorium at Salem Public Library
Taught by professional trainers from Fred Pryor Seminars/
Career Track, a Division of PARK University Enterprises, Inc.

Information and Registration: (503) 588-6071 or www.salemlibrary.org
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Collaborate or Die:
Why the YMCA is serious about collaboration
DAN CROCKER - YMCA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OK, the headline is a little extreme, but
the message is not. Confronted with rising
costs, limited funding streams, and an evergrowing demand for services, not-for-proﬁts
are ﬁnding collaboration can be more that
a warm and fuzzy way to work together.
If done in a strategic and innovative way,
collaboration can make a serious difference
in the impact we have on people and the
bottom line.
The Family YMCA has strategic collaborations in place with a great number of
organizations in our community such as
schools, churches, local government, businesses and other not-for-proﬁts:
Boys & Girls Club: Teen Court program.
Organizations share resources and staff
and reach twice as many youth as either
organization would alone.
Ike Media: Ike Box Teen Center. The
YMCA brought in Ike Media as a Mission
Partner to operate a Teen Center it owned,
but could not afford to operate.
Four H: YMCA Camp Greider. For 25

years, the YMCA has operated a 60 acrewooded day camp in West Salem. It is
owned by Four H, but operated by the Y.
City Pools: Independence & Silverton.
The YMCA can operate pools more inexpensively than most city governments
and can offer more program opportunities.
While collaboration may seem like a simple
concept, the YMCA has adopted some
proven principles to guide any collaborative
project to success:
1. Find the Gaps: Partner organizations
need to be very clear about the things
they can each do well and bring to the
table.
2. Win-Win: Collaboration must be winwin to be successful long-term. Each
partner must value and protect the
interests of the other.
3. Avoid Rushing In: As in personal
relationships, there can be love-at-ﬁrstsight, but it pays to get to know your
partner before deciding to get married.
4. Expect Challenges: Acknowledging

ahead of time that each partner is bound
to step on a land mine or two will set a
tone of patience and understanding.
The Family YMCA is extremely excited
about it’s most recent prospect for
collaboration; working with the Salvation
Army to develop a Kroc Community Center
in Salem/Keizer. The Kroc Center will be a
powerful force in the lives of thousands of
people in the Willamette Valley. The Y and
the Salvation Army each have over 100 years
of service in the community and possess
unique strengths that can accomplish more
collectively than either organization could
do on its own.
Neither organization would “die” if it
did not become partners on this project.
However, it has become clear that together,
people will live better and the organizations
will thrive more by collaborating.
What Have You Done for Me Lately?
YMCA’s history is long, but it has stayed
with the times! Name something elses that
has been in Salem, Oregon since 1870.
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Support your Salem
Chamber Orchestra
New conductor/ music director of the 45member orchestra is cellist Hekun A. Wu.
Dr. Wu was educated in Shanghai, Paris,
Boston and Minnesota and has taught at
Wellesley College in Massachusetts. He has
performed internationally as a cellist.
Choose either Saturday nights (8 p.m.
on Oct. 8, other Saturdays at 7 p.m.) or
Sunday afternoons at 3 p.m. Family concert
performed only on Sunday, Feb. 26.
All concerts will be held in the acoustically
beautiful and accessible Hudson Hall, in
the Mary Stuart Rogers Music Center at
Willamette University, Salem.
Enjoy great music at affordable prices!
Season tickets for the four-concert package
are $70 per person, $30 for students.
Individual concerts are $21 for adults, $10
for students, with the Family “Gift of Music
Concert” priced at just$12 for adults and $6
for students.
Now
available
through
Jackson’s
Books in Salem or at the new SCO ofﬁce
downtown Salem, at 100 SE High Street.
For information or to order by mail, see web
site www.open.org/scomusic. See the Salem
Chamber Orchestra in downtown Salem on
First Wednesday, September 7.
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Downtown Salem
It is very exciting to see the growth and
revitalization of the downtown area. New
developments include the Metropolitan
building, the Bishop building and The Lofts
project. It seems to have been a process
that started on the small side streets and
spilled out now on to Liberty. Now we are
just waiting to see the next best thing to
occur with the 200 block NE of Liberty.
This once bustling area of retail will see the
Anderson’s building and old W.G. Grant
building change over the next year or so. It
will be interesting to see the re-building of
history as it unfolds in Downtown Salem.
Most recent downtown sales transactions:
508 State Street $2,169,700.00
235 Union Street $1,320,000.00
Downtown is a great place to re-establish
and invest in.
Great working environment – employees
can easily shop, eat at restaurants, enjoy the

farmers market during their lunch hour.
There is a true sense of community with the
local business owners and Salem Downtown
Association
Convenient parking structures and while
on your way to work stop off at Starbucks for
your morning coffee 2 downtown locations
makes it that much easier.
Everything you need is within a 6 block
radius, whether it is a conference room for
rent, hotel room for your out of town guests,
ofﬁce supplies, lawyers, architects, print
shops, etc.
Lease rates are low – you should consider
leasing now before rates trend up as they
are sure to do quickly.
Great time to buy – a great buy on a
regenerating market ahead of the curve.
Take some time and rethink about
investing in our downtown market.

Real estate: Elaine Gesik
Elaine Gesik, Commercial Broker at 1st
Premier Properties LLC, 2264 McGilchrist,
Suite 210, Salem, OR 97302, has over 18
years of commercial real estate experience
working for some of the nation’s largest
real estate investors. She has handled
all phases of transactions from start to
ﬁnish, including asset management for
large portfolios. She is well versed in

development and negotiated the ﬁrst land/
facility exchange completed with the State
of Oregon. She brings a balanced, fair
approach to commercial real estate. For
additional advice or questions regarding
your commercial real estate needs, please
feel free to call 503-586-7402.
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Celebrate your special birth with us at the
beautiful new Salem Hospital Birth Center!
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Ofﬁce: 800-1,500 sq ft Ratcliff Professional Center $1.40 psf full service w/o
janitorial
Ofﬁce: 2,320 sq ft Spinnaker Place – 2601 25th street $1.65 full service w/base year
Ofﬁce: 1,200-2,400 sq ft Professional Ofﬁce Complex -611 1st Street, Stayton .90
cents psf NNN
Industrial: Burlingham Business Park – Progress Way, Woodburn
Industrial: 7,000 sq ft of stand alone building with roll up doors, 3 phase power
$2,500 per month
Industrial: 1,000 sq ft ﬂex ofﬁce, ofﬁce up front warehouse, roll up door $550 per
month
Retail: 2535 25th Street – Former Restaurant, 1,549 sq ft .41 acres $1.00 psf NNN

For Sale

Ofﬁce Buildings – McMinnville Westvale Professional Center
2260 West Second Street – 2,839 sq ft former dental ofﬁce $400,000.00
2200 West Second Street – 4,935 sq ft income property leased $658,718.00
2240 West Second Street – 5,340 sq ft former medical clinic $675,500.00
250 Hill Street, 3,200 sq ft owner occupy with tenant or buy investment property
$425,000.00
270 Hill Street 3,200 sq ft income property or owner occupy 1,500 sq ft $426,120
Land:
4.63 Acres Hickory St North Albany zoned CC–across from new Rays market $5 psf
3.08 Acres CO/CR Lancaster, 1 block north of Silverton $7.50 psf
1.25 Acres GC Woodburn across from Super Walmart $16.00 psf
Investors: a variety of commercial and land opportunities — please call!
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All Listings Exclusively represented by Elaine Gesik, Broker, 1st Premier Properties LLC
503-586-7402. Partial Listing: for more properties view www.1st-premier.com.
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Buy Smart, Sell Smart with Free Expert Advice
Buying and/or selling a home could be
the most signiﬁcant transaction in your
lifetime, so it’s natural that you would have
questions and seek guidance. Whether you
are a ﬁrst-timer or have past experience
in the real estate market, you could proﬁt
from insider tips on how to maximize your
investment. You could also beneﬁt from
having an unbiased industry expert on your
side. But where do you ﬁnd this invaluable
help, and how much time and money does it
take to get it?
Answer: Buyer’s Advantage and Seller’s
Advantage—the free, quick and easy online
resources brought to you by Countrywide.
About Buyer’s Advantage
Available
at
www.countrywide.com/
buyersadvantage, Buyer’s Advantage is
chock full of tips, tools and information to
empower home buyers and help put their
minds at ease. This no-cost service offers
invaluable, impartial advice from Ilyce
Glink, the renowned real estate industry

expert, nationally-syndicated journalist,
and award-winning author of 100 Questions
Every First Time Home Buyer Should Ask.
The user-friendly site will help any home
buyer feel prepared for and informed about
the purchase process, home-ﬁnancing
basics, credit considerations, home prices,
and more. It contains answers to important
questions in its “Consumer’s Corner Q&A”
section, which posts new questions and
answers each week, in addition to housing
an extensive archive of past inquiries and
responses that address buyer-speciﬁc topics
and concerns.
Users can also subscribe to Buyer
SmartTipsTM and Mortgage SmartTipsTM.
Both are free weekly e-mail newsletters
that offer timely guidance and solutions
pertinent to home buyers.
About Seller’s Advantage
Seller’s Advantage, available at www.
countrywide.com/sellersadvantage,
contains all of the same great features as

Mortgage Views: David Chandler
Buyer’s Advantage (see above), yet it is
speciﬁcally tailored to home sellers’ needs.
Like Buyer’s Advantage, it offers unbiased,
no-cost guidance from Ilyce Glink—author
of the award-winning 100 Questions Every
Home Seller Should Ask—plus “Consumer’s
Corner Q&A” and free subscriptions to Seller
SmartTipsTM and Mortgage SmartTipsTM.
Seller’s Advantage is a one-stop source for
must-have information about marketing
a property, evaluating property value,
estimating costs, accelerating the selling
process, timing the move, proﬁting on the
sale and much more.
Visit countrywide.com to tap into these
“Advantages” and help ensure a savvy sale
or purchase of your home.
David Chandler is the branch manager of
the Salem ofﬁce of Countrywide Home Loans,
a national leader in residential ﬁnance.

The ofﬁce is located at 3882 Center St NE
and home loan experts are ready to assist
customers at 503-588-3250. Additional
information about the company’s full array
of products and services is available online
at www.countrywide.com.

Trade & Barter Exchange Flourishes In Salem
BY GARRY RIEG
Bob Carrolton, an architectural home
designer in Salem has transmission
problems with his pick up. He calls Cherry
City Transmission in Salem and makes an
appointment for the necessary repairs to be
made. When it comes time to pay the bill,
Bob pulls out a trade check from his shirt
pocket, ﬁlls it out, signs it and gives it to
Jerry Wood, the owner of the transmission
shop as payment in full.
A what check you say? A trade check?
That’s right . . . a “trade check” drawn on
Bob’s business trade account established
with Tradia Oregon’s largest trade and
barter exchange.
Now, why does this transaction make Bob
such a happy man? Simply because he just
had a costly repair performed on his vehicle
and instead of using cash he used trade
dollars to pay for it and kept his hard earned
cash in his pocket. On the vary same day,
across town, a restaurant owner is listing
his rental home for sale with a local real
estate agent who is also a Tradia member.
When the house sells the restaurateur will
pay the real estate commission with trade
dollars and keep his hard earned cash in his
pocket.
Now, lets do some quick math. If the house
sells for $150,000 and the listing agent
earns a 3% commission on the listing, our
seller will save $4,500 in cash commission
by using Tradia. Now that’s a pretty sweet
deal.
So, how does one earn trade dollars? “It
all starts with plugging into the Tradia
nationwide network and providing a
product or service for sale on trade to
existing Tradia members.” Says, Ken Inlow,
Tradia’s Broker/Franchisee in the Yamhill
County/Salem/Albany area.
Ken and his business partner, Garry Rieg,
purchased the Salem franchise in January

this year after experiencing the power of
trade and barter as members of Tradia in
the broadcast industry.
“It was just too good of an opportunity
to pass up,” says Inlow when asked – why,
Tradia? “It is such a rush seeing people get
things they desperately need to propel their
business forward without having to part
with cash. We provide the added business
they need through existing Tradia members,
and they use the trade dollars generated to
get the things they need. It’s like ﬁnancial
evangelism.”
With close to 200 members in the Salem/
Albany area, and expanding rapidly, the
folks at Tradia are having the time of their
lives running their very own local economy,
complete with their own trade currency and
boosting revenue for their members.
As a nationwide network, Tradia boosts
over 6,000 active members in 17 states
– complete with it’s own travel division!
Tradia Members enjoy not only local trade
commerce but travel accommodation on
trade, both nationwide and internationally,
through “Tradia Travel.”
“Barter gives business an unfair advantage
over the competition,” say, Rieg, “delivering
new customers that would normally be
purchasing elsewhere. It also produces
loyalty because Tradia Members go where
their trade dollars are accepted like cash.”
According to recent studies, trade and
barter is accepted and used by 2/3 of the
Fortune 500 companies along with tensof-thousands of businesses throughout the
world. It is also fully endorsed by the IRS.
Additional market penetration, client
retention and proﬁtability make a
membership in a trade exchange, such as
Tradia, an exciting and potentially very
prosperous venture for just about any
business with a viable product or service

to sell. For more details about Tradia, call
them at (503) 547-5233.

COFFEE ROASTERS
471 Court Street NE • Salem, Oregon 97301 • 503-581-9675
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Business Technology at Chemeketa Community College
Ann McGovern had spent 18 years as a
stay-at-home mom when she suddenly
needed to ﬁnd a job. Even though she had
years of experience in a variety of volunteer
jobs, she didn’t have the computer skills
that ofﬁce jobs require.
“Employers want employees who can write
and who know technology,” said Patricia
Sessions, instructor, Business Technology
program at Chemeketa.
McGovern enrolled in Chemeketa’s oneyear certiﬁcate program, which gave her
the technical skills she needed, and she now
works at the State of Oregon Building Codes
Division as a Licensing Specialist. Through
Chemeketa’s Cooperative Work Experience
program, McGovern was able to begin this
job while still a student.
“I’ve had the opportunity to work with a
number of Business Technology students in
Chemeketa’s Cooperative Work Experience
Program,” said Penny Repine, Ofﬁce of
Employee Safety, Oregon Department
of Transportation. “Having worked with
a number of local temporary services in
Salem
Business Journal
the past, the quality of workers with the
Ann Chemeketa
Haviland, 503-508-4157
program have been overall
publisher
much @salembusinessjournal.com
better. Students come to you after
spending months and even years bettering
marketing@salembusinessjournal.com
their knowledge base because they choose
gus@norwester.com
to. The opportunity to help bridge their book
5X6.5
knowledge with the real world has been very
rewarding.”

According to the Department of
Employment’s
Regional
Proﬁle
for
Occupation Employment, demand for
qualiﬁed ofﬁce workers will continue to
increase. By 2012 the number of ofﬁce and
administrative support jobs in the Marion/
Polk area is expected to grow by 12 percent,
and clerical supervisors, general ofﬁce
clerks and receptionists/information clerks
among the top 20 growth jobs in Oregon for
at least the next ﬁve years.
Even though the program does have a
strong technology focus, it also emphasizes
the other skills needed in business:
communication,
teamwork,
records
management and ofﬁce procedures.
Students can enroll in a degree or certiﬁcate
program or just choose whatever classes
they need to upgrade their skills or advance
in their careers.
Robert Newton, vice president of Brown &
Dunton and the chairman of Chemeketa’s
Business Technology Advisory Committee,
said, “The Business Technology Program’s
courses, certiﬁcates, and degrees are aimed
at giving you the basic skills for succeeding
with area employers. Many of the graduates
from this program have been given
placement opportunities with employers
who offer outstanding compensation
packages, including tuition reimbursement
and medical/dental beneﬁts. Often,
regional employers give special recognition
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to those students who have successfully
completed the Chemeketa classes, because
they know that these students are going to
be able to contribute signiﬁcantly to their
organization.”
For more information about this program,
you may call Patricia Sessions, 503-3996094.
Those interested in earning their bachelor’s
degree in business, but who would like to
stay close to home in Salem, can now take
classes through an agreement between
Chemeketa and the College of Education
and Business at Eastern Oregon University
in La Grande. This program gives students
the opportunity to earn a four-year degree
in Business Administration or Business
Economics without leaving Salem. Lower
division classes will be taken through
Chemeketa, and Eastern Oregon will offer
upper division classes.
Pete Diffenderfer, coordinator for the
business program, said Eastern Oregon’s
classes will be held days, nights and
weekends, both on Chemeketa’s campus

and off-site. Other classes may be offered
online. “Our focus is on adult learners,”
he said, “and the program will emphasize
ﬂexibility and mentoring.”
Some of the courses that will be offered
through the program are Retailing,
International Marketing, Business Policy
and Strategy and Principles of Finance.
If you would like more information about
this program, you can call Diffenderfer
at 503-365-4781, or send an e-mail to
pdiffend@eou.edu.
Chemeketa Community College offers
degrees in a number of other professionaltechnical programs, as well as lower division
transfer classes. Classes are offered at the
ﬁve campuses and centers of the college,
located in Salem, Woodburn, Sublimity,
McMinnville and Dallas. To accommodate
the busy schedules of working adults,
classes are also offered online, through
telecourses, and on evenings and weekends.
For information about all that Chemeketa
has to offer, you can call its Advising and
Counseling Ofﬁce, 503-399-5120.

High Noon for Research
at Oregon State University
Oregon State University research cuts
across all economic sectors and geographic
parts of the state. The focus? New sources of
energy, a cleaner environment, productive
farms, better nutrition, economic opportunity. A few examples . . .
Had your zinc today? This essential dietary
mineral helps to maintain the immune
system and repair DNA damage. Emily
Ho, OSU researcher in the Linus Pauling
Institute, is looking closely at zinc’s role in
prostate cancer. Zinc deﬁciency can lead
to trouble—cell stress and DNA breaks in
prostate cells. Her research is deﬁning the
role of zinc and other dietary antioxidants
in maintaining good health.
Sand. Sea Stars. Water. Appears simple,
yet it’s deceptively complex and dynamic.
Near shore habitats are rich in marine life,
fueling coastal ﬁsheries—and yet they are at
risk from human activities. Groundbreaking
research by OSU professor of marine biology
Jane Lubchenco and colleagues is changing
our approach to marine conservation, policy,
and management—preserving the health of
these vital marine ecosystems.
Tough. Adaptable. And safe for the
environment. Wood adhesives developed
by OSU professor of forestry Kaichang
Li could revolutionize the wood products

industry. His inspiration? Lowly mussels
and their ability to withstand pounding by
ocean waves. He identiﬁed the proteins that
keep them glued to the rocks. His research
could lead to replacements for toxic resins
in plywood and other wood products.
Cartoon characters often get a good
thumping. We can feel their pain, but the
real victims may be young viewers. Such
make-believe violence can blur the lines
between reality and fantasy, contributing
to violent behavior at home and school.
OSU social scientists Larry and Sharon
Rosenkoetter are working with elementary
school age children to teach them to evaluate
video violence. The result? Less violence
on the playground and at home, and more
appreciation for TV that teaches positive
lessons.
Making waves. Our coasts can be violent
and unpredictable. Harry Yeh knows that
only too well. The OSU civil engineer is a
leading expert on tsunamis and has tracked
their impacts across the planet. He uses the
world’s largest tsunami wave basin in the
O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory
to generate and study his own big waves.
Not all quakes produce tsunamis, but his
advice for coastal residents and visitors: if
an earthquake hits, head for the hills.
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Dean Craig, Branch Manager
dean@personnelsource.com
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Oregon Community Credit
Union Celebrates Second
Salem Branch Location
Salem, Ore. – Oregon Community Credit
Union was joined by the Salem Chamber of
Commerce for a ribbon cutting ceremony to
celebrate the Grand Opening of its second
branch, located at 5325 Commercial Street
SE. Festivities were held on Thursday,
August 18.
Conveniently located on South Commercial
Street, the new branch offers a wide range
of competitive products and services,
including savings accounts, interest bearing
and free checking accounts, certiﬁcates,
investment services, auto loans, home
equity loans, credit cards and much more.
This new branch features both a walk-up
and a drive-up No-Surcharge ATM, which
means that they are free for everyone to use,
no matter what ﬁnancial institution they
belong to. The branch will also host several
free seminars and workshops throughout
the year on a variety of topics to help educate
our members.
“We are very excited about expanding our
service and getting more involved in the
Salem community,” said Branch Manager,
Breanna Berry. “We are now able to serve

OCCU Chairman of the Board,
Truman Baird and Branch Manager,
Breanna Berry, cut the ribbon in
celebration of the second Oregon
Community Credit Union branch in
Salem.
our members in this area with even greater
convenience and efﬁciency.”
Oregon Community Credit Union currently
operates seven branch ofﬁces in the EugeneSpringﬁeld area and two branch ofﬁces in
Salem. Membership is available to anyone
who lives or works in Benton, Clackamas,
Columbia, Lane, Linn, Marion, Multnomah,
Polk, Washington and Yamhill counties.
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Keizer, Oregon 97303

4861 Lancaster Dr. N.E. Suite-D
Salem, OR 97305

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Website:

503.390.1166
503.304.2299
hhleathers@qwest.net
hawghavenleathers.com

General Manager
CHRIS BRYANT

Ken and Patty Klinger
Owners
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8362 Macleay Road SE
Salem, Oregon 97301

Hawg Haven Leathers

Hawg Haven Leathers

5640 River Road N.

�

�

Steaks, Seafood, Entertainment, Games

David Stephenson
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Macleay Country Inn

(503) 393-5333

�

Office: 362-4225
Home: 588-8086

On The Mark Automotive
Your Trust is Our Reward

Mark & Amanda Howard
Owners
3251 Fisher Rd. NE
Phone: (503)-585-4334
Fax: (503)-585-4334
E-mail: onthemarkauto@msn.com

Honest Friendly Service
Harold Wood / President
Certified Technician
Advanced Engine Performance

Mon-Fri 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
(503) 365-9702

Oregon Fishing Club
Opening gates since 1989
OFC members enjoy year-round sportfishing
access to over three dozen fishing and camping
locations, all within a short drive from Salem.
You and your family can relax at clean, uncrowded, secure, park-like settings, beside
some of NW Oregon’s finest rivers and lakes.

WOODEN NICKEL PUB & EATERIES
Burgers ~ Steaks ~ Seafood ~ Pasta
In-house bakery
Full Service Catering & Custom BBQ’s

Visit us online at:

www.WoodenNickel.com
For more info: toll free (877)571-8947 • ofc@ofc.org • www.ofc.org

1610 Pine St, Silverton • 503-873-9979
108 N Center St, Sublimity • 503-769-8181

Mac’s Place
Historic Bar & Grill in the Heart of Downtown Silverton

Creekside Dining • Families welcome ‘til 8 pm
Sandwiches, Pasta & Pizza
Live Music Schedule Online at:

www.WoodenNickel.com
201 N Water St, Silverton • 503-873-2441
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A Positive Development
BY CURT ARTHUR
the sale brings to Salem a new
A couple of signiﬁcant
commercial
real
estate
ownership team that is excited
about being in Salem and
properties
have
recently
realizing the endless possibilities
received the media spotlight
due to announced downsizing.
with this building.
Already
planned are approximately 7
The properties I am referring
million dollars worth of upgrades
to are the former State Farm
Regional
Center
(recently
to the property which will make
the Capitol City Business Center
renamed the Capitol City
an extremely attractive property
Business Center) and, most
recently, the announcement by
for consideration by corporate
America
when
evaluating
Seneca Foods that they will be
Curt Arthur
potential west coast markets for
laying off in excess of 70 fulltime employees and vacating approximately
expansion or relocation. The property has
the ability to bring 500-800 new family
269,000 square feet of their facility on
Oxford and 14th Streets in southeast
wage earning jobs to our market.
Salem. What the general public has not
Likewise with the Seneca facility, the space
been told though is the following - these
that is being vacated has largely been used
announcements are GOOD things for the
for nothing more than storage of canned
long-term prosperity of our local economy.
food goods in this labeling plant facility. The
Let me explain.
availability of 269,000 square feet of quality
While State Farm’s announcment that they
industrial space, which is well located and
has rail service, will place Salem on the map
had sold their local property caught some by
surprise, it was clearly expected by many.
of many users looking for large industrial
State Farm has been slowly “right-sizing”
space that is rail served.
Again, while we hate to see great
at this location for quite some time. Some
jobs have been relocated to Colorado, and
community partners like State Farm and
many to DuPont, Washington. What many
Seneca Foods electing to downsize or
relocate out of our market, it is important
do not know is that State Farm had only
been fully utilizing about 60% of that facility
to look at these situations in the big picture.
for quite some time. Their annoucement
In an ever expanding economy, these
annoucements will insure that Salem has
to sell and relocate to a new facility under
construction on Hawthorne Avenue I deem
the size of commercial properties available
to actually be a good thing for Salem. The
to be competitive in bringing more, and
possibly even better, jobs to our wonderful
reason? Simple. This facility had been
under utilized for many, many years and
community.

$2

Appetizers
Tuesday thru Friday
4:00 to 6:00 pm
• Sautéed Mushrooms
• Hummus w/Pita
• Spinach Dip
• Quesadilla
• Pita Pizza
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New Brokers Join HCS
Commercial Real Estate
HCS
Commercial
Real Estate and its
afﬁliate Hub City
Capital have opened
a commercial real
estate and business
brokerage ofﬁce at
2720
Commercial
Street SE in Salem
with ofﬁces in Albany
Walt Wood
and Portland. The
following brokers have joined the ﬁrm:
Jim O’Bryant, a co-founder of HCS
Commercial, established the ﬁrm to offer
clients a greater breadth of commercial
opportunities in business sales and real
estate services.
Jim came to HCS Commercial with an
established history brokering sales and
leases as an industrial broker.
Gary Weston, joins Hub City Capital as a

business sales advisor/broker with 30 years
of small business ownership experience.
Gary is also a retail consultant for hardware
stores.
Chrissy Weston joins Hub City Capital
as a business sales advisor/broker with
a business and accounting background
and 18 years experience as a ﬁnancial
administrator.
Reuben Worster, joins HCS Commercial
and Hub City Capital as a real estate broker
and business sales advisor/broker.
John Prell joins HCS Commercial
in Portland as a commercial broker
specializing in multi-family residential
properties including apartments, duplexes
and multiplexes.
Walt Wood has joined HCS Commercial
Real Estate and Hub City Capital as the
Principal Broker with 10 years real estate
experience & 30 years commercial banking.

Electric Wheels now in Salem
Electric Wheels Inc. was brought to Salem
to serve Oregon after the owners, Larry and
Diane Dye, went on vacation to Celebrations,
Florida and saw that 9 out of 10 vehicles
were electric being driven around. Larry
picked up a brochure, made lots of phone
calls and now has brought it here to Oregon.
For convenience, cost efﬁciency as well as
how environmentally friendly these vehicles
are. Neighborhood electric vehicles (N.E.V.)
are our future.
Electric Wheels Inc. is a 100% fully electric
vehicles dealership. If you are interested
in a car, truck, van, scooter, limo or even
a golf cart, we can help. Several options
are available to suit your needs and your
wants. From a scooter that can handle one
person to a limo with 6 person seating and
everything in between.
Electric Wheels Inc. is a N.E.V. (Neighbor
Electric Vehicle) dealership offering vehicles
that are street legal in a 35 mph zone or less.
Department of Transportation National
Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration has
declared that these vehicles meet all low
speed vehicle national safety standards.
No more trips to the gas station and no
more changing oil. With NEV cars having
up to 55 miles to a charge, you are able to
do so many day to day errands in town than
ever before with it only costing you pennies

to operate. Here is a Gas vs. Electric
comparison. If you take the price of gas
today and your vehicle gets 20 miles to the
gallon it will cost you 12.5 cents per mile.
On the other hand, if you drive an electric
vehicle, it will cost you 1.1 cent per mile
with a savings of $1140.00 per year based
on a vehicle driven 10 thousand miles in a
year. Not including the amount you save
by not having the additional ﬂuids (i.e. oil,
transmission, steering, and brake), ﬁlters,
and maintenance.
As an added bonus, the Federal
Government will give you a 10% tax credit
and the State of Oregon will give you
$750.00 just for buying one of these electric
vehicles whether this is for personal use
or purchased for a company. Tax credit
information is available upon request. Just
ask!
Electric Wheels is a family owned business
that works as a team. Larry and Diane Dye
being the owners, their daughter, Sandy Poli
as the Ofﬁce Manager and their son-in-law,
Pete Poli as the Sales Manager
Electric Wheels Inc. is Salem based, serving
Oregon. We are located at 1555 12th St SE.
Salem OR 97302. We can be reached at
503-485-0588 or by fax at 503-485-0590.
The time has come for electric vehicles, and
we are here to give that to you.

HOURS: Sunday 8:00 am - 3:00 pm
Tuesday-Friday 11:30 am - 3:00 pm
Tuesday-Sunday 5:00 pm - Closing

Paul & Linda Fukasawa
Paul Brakeman, Chef
Restaurant

415 S. Main
Mt. Angel, OR 97362
503-845-9289
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Western Oregon University – Steadily Emerging
Western Oregon University (WOU) –
steadily emerging as a leading comprehensive public liberal arts institution – is
committed to changing lives, strengthening
communities and transforming our world.
Located in the Monmouth-Independence

area, the heart of Oregon’s lush Willamette
Valley, WOU is about 20 minutes from
Salem.
Founded in 1856, WOU, the oldest
institution in the Oregon University system,
has continued to adapt and transform

itself to respond to the needs of society
and our changing world. From its origins
as a normal school, WOU grew to become
a nationally recognized leader in teacher
preparation. In the seventies, WOU
expanded its offerings with broad-based

Bringing Tokyo to the West
BY APRIL R. PHILLIPS
Students at Tokyo International University
of America (TIU) will be better prepared to
meet challenges of the world – especially the
international marketplace – after studying
English and U.S. culture in America. While
they are pursuing their American studies in
Salem, these students still enjoy rice and
miso at every meal offered in their dorm
cafeteria.
Located at 1300 Mill St. adjacent to
Willamette University, TIU offers Japanese
students the chance to broaden their
horizons by learning about America in
America. That includes completing several
English ﬂuency courses, as well as choosing
electives and regular classes at Willamette.
The academics enable students to pursue
academic goals, develop intercultural
awareness and explore personal values and
interests.
While TIU is closely connected with
“the ﬁrst university in the West”, but is
not formally part of Salem’s Willamette
University. Japanese students attending
Tokyo International University in Kawagoe,
Japan can spend time at TIU in Salem as
part of their studies. TIU’s tiny campus
welcomes about 100 students annually for a
year-long program.
“Its length makes it unique among other
study abroad programs in the U.S.,” said
Barby Dressler, Director of University
Relations and Special Programs. All TIU
undergraduate students are enrolled in the
English and American Studies Program,

which has a goal of broadening and
deepening cultural relationships between
American students and their TIU peers.
“Many opportunities for cultural exchange
are facilitated through TIU’s student life
programs. For example, Japanese students
usually room with an American at Willamette
and both undergo ‘roommate training,’ ”
said Dressler. Training includes discussions
on, for instance, the stereotypical Japanese
custom of staying up late to hit the books.
(Even staying in dorms is different for
students from Japan; there, most university
students live with their parents).
TIU students learn while having fun. They
assist in event planning and volunteer to
design web pages, but they are not allowed
to work during their U.S. stay. Student life
experiences also include pairing up Japanese
and American students as “buddies” on
campus.
Salem-area families participate with
TIU students through the ’s “Tomodachi”
(Friendship) Program. This program enables
Japanese students to attend birthday
parties, soccer games, holiday get-togethers,
and other family or community events – or
merely to spend time – with members of a
local American household. Tomodachi is
not a homestay program, since the students
all live on campus at TIU.
The strong relationship between Japanese
and American students in Salem began
after professor Taizo Kaneko founded
the International College of Commerce
and Economics (now Tokyo International

Crossroads
Fine Linen & Party Rentals
Exquisite Table Linens
Chairs, Tables & Decorations for Rent
Professional Event Coordination
Expert Set-up, Takedown & Decorating
Shirley Kavanaugh
1705 12th St. SE • Salem, OR 97302
Phone: 503.399.0624 Fax: 503.399.0395

Website: www.crossroadslinenrentals.com
E-mail: Shirley@crossroadslinenrentals.com

University) in Japan in 1965. He forged a
link with Willamette University that was
build on a desire between the two schools
for international exchange. The schools
became sister universities; not long after,
in 1986, the City of Salem formed a sister
city bond with TIU’s community home –
Kawagoe, Japan.
In 1989, TIU’s American campus came to
fruition and hundreds of Japanese students
have studied at TIU and Willamette ever
since.
In addition to the undergraduate
program, TIU features a six-week session
for Japanese professionals called the
Oregon Intercultural Management Institute
(OIMI). The program, sponsored jointly by
TIU and Willamette’s Atkinson Graduate
School of Management, is typically utilized
by Japanese corporations.
“The intense study through OIMI includes
an English language and international
communications
component,
and
development of management skills for the
international workplace,” Dressler said.
As TIU brings Japan to America, Americans
are able to broaden their horizons at home.
One way to connect to TIU is through the
cafeteria, which is open to the public. Miso
for breakfast, anyone?
To get involved with the Tomodachi
program, or to discuss international
exchange opportunities, call Barby Dressler
at 503-373-3300.
TIU in America is led by Gunnar
Gundersen, executive vice president.

liberal education programs. Since then,
the university has continued to emerge as
a leading comprehensive public liberal arts
institution, with approximately two-thirds
of its students in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences and the rest in the College of
Education.
Western Oregon’s student body consists
of about 4500 undergraduates and 400
graduates who enjoy a vibrant and close-knit
intellectual community comparable to the
environment in a small liberal arts college.
As a public-serving institution dedicated
to strengthening the local region as well
as communities across Oregon, WOU is
home to the nationally-renowned Teaching
Research Institute, the Regional Resource
Center on Deafness and the Rainbow Dance
Theatre.
In addition to teaching excellence, WOU’s
faculty members are engaged in wideranging scholarship as well as communitybased projects, including many facultystudent collaborations. The University’s
picturesque, award-winning campus blends
welcoming traditional features with 21st
Century convenience that includes many
multimedia classrooms, extensive wireless
web access and a state-of-the-art library.
Western Oregon University is accredited by
the Northwest Commission on Colleges and
Universities (NWCCU), National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE), American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education (AACTE), National
Association of Schools of Music (NASM),
Council on Rehabilitation Education
(CORE), and Oregon State Teacher
Standards and Practices Commission
(TSPC).

A+ Computer Works
503-845-4084

Bridal & Formal Wear Alterations

Monday-Friday 1:00-6:00

Sue Bittler

503-951-1146

Mornings, evenings weekends by appt.

onecatsmeow@hotmail.com

225 S. Main, Mt. Angel • www.aPlusComputerWorks.com

Full Service • Personal Computer Repair

103 S. First Street #203
Silverton, Oregon 97381

Lowest Prices Around!
115 N Water
P.O. Box 1128
Silverton, OR 97381
Office: (503) 873-5039
Fax: (503) 873-0680
(866) 791-5393
MtgByDesign.com

Residential • Commercial • Farm • Construction

Lancaster Drive
2879 Lancaster
503-370-8500
(next to PetSmart)

Downtown

299 D Street NE
503-581-1728

Join us at our September Wine Tasting
Call for Details
Grocery, Wine & Beers, Frozen / Deli
Produce HABA & General Merchindise
We meet all your home and ncatering needs
Gourmet Food on a Teacher's Budget
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McGrath’s – Number 20 in 25 – A Fish Tale of Success
BY DIXON BLEDSOE

In 1980, John McGrath had a $125,000
shoestring to start his ﬁrst ﬁsh house, with
a ﬁrst and second mortgage on the shoe
thanks to some help from the bank and his
father.
Twenty-ﬁve years and twenty restaurants
later, it takes more than $3 million to start
each new one just in building and equipment
costs alone, and that tab doesn’t include the
land!
In one of the greatest success stories
Salem has seen, McGrath’s celebrates its
25th anniversary this year with three new
restaurants (two in Phoenix and Scottsdale
and one coming in Denver). McGrath’s

ﬂagship restaurant in downtown Salem
on Chemeketa and the Center Street ﬁsh
house still combine to do the most in sales,
but this “local” entrepreneur is operating
highly successful ventures in seven Western
states, including Washington, Idaho, Utah,
Arizona, Colorado, and California as well as
its seven restaurants in Oregon alone.
While there are high ﬂyers in the seafood
restaurant industry, McGrath likes to keep
his ﬁrm low proﬁle, quietly growing the
business over the years.
Headquartered in Salem and employing
nearly 1300 people company-wide, we’re
not talking minnow here. John McGrath is,

Visit us at...
www.CBCRE.com
The Client’s
best interest
must be the
guiding force
behind all services.
Mountain West Real Estate, LLC

698 12th St. SE, Suite 100
Salem, OR 97301
503-587-4777

Salem: 503.588.3508
Portland: 503.227.2934

in the words of one of his biggest admirers,
a legend in the Oregon restaurant industry.
Says Gloria Bledsoe-Goodman, who spent
nearly three decades as the StatesmanJournal’s society page editor and food critic
before retiring, “In Oregon, John McGrath is
considered an icon in the restaurant world.
His restaurants consistently offer excellent
food, impeccable service, and ambiance.
The value is incredible, staff are friendly
and service-driven, and it is very familyoriented.”
Ask John McGrath of what he is most
proud, and he doesn’t even blink an eye
– “What we’ve done over the 25 years, with
17 stores and three new ones coming soon,
is pretty rare. Survivors in this industry,
and particularly Salem, are tiny. We started
here, live here, raise family here, and put
money back into the community here. Our
focus is excellent food and great service.”
McGrath has a formula that works and the
beauty is that it is both static and changing
all the time. “We came in with a good idea
– fresh seafood – when there was a huge
push for health-conscious people to eat
more ﬁsh. We guide what is fresh”. He
chuckles when he adds that ﬁsh and chips
will always be one of the most popular items
on the menu. “We have been careful to be
consistent. Seafood is perfect, and we keep
the cost affordable. But we also take care of
every guest.
“We keep working the product and update
the menu. We would be dead if the menu
stayed the same. We are proud that we
were the leader in broiling as people and
their doctors became more concerned about
weight and general health.”
As most people know about the restaurant
business, it all comes down to service,
quality, and value. On the service end,
McGrath’s has and remains a leader.
McGrath’s uses Mindshare Technology
to ensure it always knows what is on the
customer’s mind. Diners are encouraged
to take an on-line survey regarding value,
service, food quality, and atmosphere. In
the Seattle restaurant, over 250 responses

were received in just one week, and that
kind of feedback to a business, whether
good or bad, is both crucial and rewarding.
Surveyors get a free desert (the key lime pie
is to die for), and the company gets instant
feedback that immediately is incorporated
into training.
For most employers, turnover is a death
knell. At McGrath’s, many employees
have been with the ﬁrm for years. Says
the owner and president, “Steve Turner
started here in Salem and now manages the
Eugene operation. He has been with us for
24 years.” Having family in the business
doesn’t hurt, either! McGrath’s daughter,
Krista Oswald, is the marketing director,
and her husband, Bo, is currently helping
the Arizona operations get up and running
as the construction and development
expert. Son Justin is learning the business.
Another daughter, Lori, is a teacher in
Salem. Mcgrath’s wife, Debbie holds down
the home fort and is actively involved with
John in the community and family affairs.
“All our people have given their time
and energies to the cause because they are
devoted to it. We have wonderful people
throughout who are focused on what we all
believe in – great service, excellent food.”
McGrath states sincerely as he greets by
name and waves to a diner who has been
coming in since nearly the beginning.
McGrath is quick to acknowledge the
contributions of Chef Alan Brines, who
works in the Beaverton restaurant but
guides the menu company-wide. While
each Chef has license to try some of his
or her own creations, and a few of those
may make the main menu, the menu is
fairly tightly controlled so that consistency
reigns supreme. “Alan is able to put the
new menu item out to each restaurant
chef electronically, so the presentation can
be seen visually while the preparation is
scripted out, and he has been superb”, says
McGrath.
Some 25 years later, the service is genuine,
the food is great, the atmosphere casual, and
the focus? Crystal clear.
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The Chalkboard Project
BY CAROLYN BOLTON
Without question, the quality of life in
Oregon is tied to the quality of our schools.
And yet every year, our schools
face bigger and more serious
challenges. Ordinary efforts
to resolve these challenges
have failed or stalled, and
meanwhile, the problems
have grown worse. Clearly, a
new and unique approach is
needed to secure the future of
our schools.
Enter Chalkboard Project,
a collaborative effort among
ﬁve independent Oregon
foundations.
Chalkboard’s
approach has been different from the start
— they are not your usual policy-wonks or
political suspects. They are Oregonians—
and parents, voters, neighbors, mothers,
grandfathers—who believe every public
school student deserves a quality education
that will lead to success in college, in the
workplace and in life.
“Our job is to connect Oregonians with
the best research possible, so that people
may decide for themselves what kinds of
solutions will transform our schools into

some of the best in the nation,” said Sue
Hildick, Chalkboard Project’s president.
Chalkboard’s
18-month
“Discovery” phase, combined
public opinion polling and
practitioner focus groups,
research
on
the
best
practices in education, and
public meetings throughout
the state. Based on the
information, opinions, and
knowledge gained in the ﬁrst
phase, Chalkboard has now
shared with policy makers,
educators, and community
leaders an action plan for
building strong schools.
Chalkboard is taking the lead in tackling
the three hardest and most entrenched
issues facing Oregon school today (points 13). Chalkboard plans to present an effective,
meaningful plan to improve our schools
to the 2007 Legislature. Work in the nonlegislative areas is already underway.
To learn more about Chalkboard or to read
more about focus group and research ﬁndings,
visit their website at www.chalkboardproject.
org or call 1-877-YOUR-K12.

Pamper yourself with a day at the Spa -

Salon
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Waters’ Edge Spa
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Jackets, Coats & Clothing

Saddle Covers • Garment & Chap Bags
Sponsor Recognition • Gear Bags
Lettering & Monogramming

Farm, Ranch & Rodeo Gear

Featuring The Fine Products of
World Class Equine & Rockmount Ranch Wear

Your Ranch Name, Your Sponsor Names
Brands & Logos! Design Consultation Available
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sal lopez - owner

massage,
cellulite wrap,
manicure,
pedicure,
facial,
hairstyle!

GOLD STAR
COMMERCIAL CLEANING

401 N. Water Street • Silverton, Oregon 97381 • 503-873-6055

Bicycles & Skateboards
Sales-Services•Tires-Tubes
Accessories
-VISA-M/C/Discover-Amex

Tuesday-Friday 10-6 / Sat. 9-4
430 McClaine St., Silverton

503-873-0977
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For all of your janitorial services
GOLD STAR is there to help you!
• FLOOR AND
CARPET CARE

503-464-6720

2839 n.e. alberta st • portland, or 97211 • phone: 503-464-6720
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Better Get Maaco
What is Maaco all about? Maaco is about
one stop shopping for late model collision
repair or putting a new face on that old
second car with an overall service. Maaco
is an alternative that we feel very passionate
about. When shopping for an overall paint
service you hear several things from your
conventional collision repair centers, such
as ”We don’t do entire paint jobs.” or “ It
could be $2-3,000 dollars.” And my favorite
”We don’t like to paint the whole car.”
At Maaco we like to paint the entire car.
We don’t give estimates that “maybe” this
amount. Our estimates give our customers
choices starting at $249.95 and up to
$1399.95 for an overall paint service. You
are probably
asking yourself, “How?”
Maaco does it all by the numbers. Each
paint center plans on painting 6 to 10 cars
a day. Remember the efﬁciency created
by the product line during the industrial
revolution? Now imagine the difference
it makes in the efﬁciency of painting a car.
With over 500 Maaco centers in the United
States they group together to purchase their
painting materials from one warehouse.

The tremendous discount recieved is
then passed down to the consumers by
offering paint services much lower than
the competition. So why are you waiting to
cash in on this great value? Go see the folks
at Maaco. Where they’re always friendly
and the estimates are always free! Uh,oh...
Better get Maaco.

US Bank hosts kids at Volcanoes Game
Thanks to the generosity of US Bank
Family Building Blocks families and staff
enjoyed a fun ﬁlled night at the Volcanoes
Baseball Stadium. Family Building Blocks
is a child abuse prevention program serving
young children and their families in Marion
and Polk counties. Jesse, Kevin and John
Aguilar, whose family is enrolled in Family
Building Blocks programs, were elated to

throw out the ﬁrst ball and run the bases.
The Salem-Keizer Volcanoes designated
Saturday, August 27th “Family Building
Blocks Awareness Night” at the ball ﬁeld.
“Ross Carey, US Bank Regional President
is very proud of his involvement with Family
Building Blocks. Keeping families together
is key to the welfare of our community.”
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Red Robin set to Reopen
Red Robin Gourmet
Burgers, the casual
dining
company
that
serves
up
wholesome, fun, feelgood experiences by
offering its guests an
imaginative selection
of
high-quality
gourmet burgers and
innovative
menu
items in a familyfriendly environment,
will celebrate the
reopening
of
its
Salem, Ore. location
on Monday, Aug. 29
at 11:00 a.m. with a
week-long fundraiser
to beneﬁt local ﬁre
ﬁghters.
Red Robin Gourmet Burgers will celebrate
its reopening by donating 50 cents from
every gourmet burger sold during its opening
week, Aug. 29 – Sept. 4, to the Marion
County and Salem Fire Departments. The
funds raised will support the organizations’
public education and community outreach
programs.
The Red Robin® restaurant, located at
3760 Center Street, near Target, was forced

to close following an
early morning ﬁre on
Sunday, July 3. The
direct cause of the ﬁre is
still under investigation,
but the restaurant is
set to open following
a full renovation of all
effected areas.
“We are very excited
to open our doors again
and encourage the
community to celebrate
with us during grand
opening
week
by
supporting our local
ﬁre departments,” said
Bryan Caldwell, regional
operating director for
Red Robin.
Red Robin® restaurants are famous for
offering a wide array of 22 gourmet burgers,
bottomless steak fries (that means all-youcan-eat), and Mad Mixologyâ beverages,
served in a family-friendly atmosphere.
Guests can choose from beef, chicken,
veggie, ﬁsh, or turkey burgers, with a
wide variety of toppings, such as grilled
pineapple, guacamole, green chilies, honey
mustard sauce, barbecue sauce, fried onion
straws, and sautéed mushrooms.

The Silver Creek Chimney Sweep & Stoves
Since 1979 • When Quality Counts

Regency & Hampton
Wood and Gas Stoves
Sales & Service

Caps
Stainless Steel liners
Masonry Repair
Hearth Accessories
Dryer Vent Cleaning

Scott Hess • 503-873-3254

OCSA & NFI Certiﬁed

CCB 153004


A Home Away from Home
Contact: Eadie Anelli
(503) 873-2234
(503) 559-9093
museadie@verizon.net
Salon 554 carries only professional products including:

Bibo Cosmetics – Graham W
ebb – Aquage – Halo – Back to Basics
Webb
L’Oreal Series Expert power dose treatments, Shampoo & Conditioners
Treat yourself to highlights or color and receive
$20.00 off! Add a spa pedicure for $10.00 off
off..
Call Christina - 503-540-3030




716 North Water. St.
Silverton, OR 97381

Celebrate your whole body with a rejuvenating
facial and Spa wrap for $89.00. Brazilian
Waxing $50.00.
Call Linda - 503-540-0554

Relax with a spa pedicure and enjoy a spa
manicure for half price! A V
alue of $70.00 for
Value
only $55.00. New clients only
only.. Services must be
booked together.
Call Jodi - 503-851-2366
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service,, hair cut, color, perm or thermal straightening.
Call Irina - 503-480-9347

Enjoy a spa pedicure
pedicure,, receive a complimentary
spa manicure or $20 off highlights or color
service.
Call R
achel - 503-269-6027
Rachel

All Offers Expire 10/31/05. One discount per person

554 Ferry Street SE • Downtown Salem
503-540-0554

Rats • Mice • Roaches • Bees • Spiders • Ants • Fleas • Etc.
Locally Owned & Operated
Lorenzo has 20 Years Experience
Day or Night Service Available

Phone: 503-930-5105
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ReMax in the Race
BY RON BENNETT

In recent years the sport
of auto racing has grown
into one of the top sports
in the United States. Major
companies have found that
auto racing fans are the most
loyal fans in all of sports
when it comes to supporting
the companies that support
their favorite sport.
For many years fans referred to NASCAR’S
top division as the “Winston Cup” division
and after the Winston sponsorship went
away, it is now known worldwide as the
Nextel Cup division.
One step down from Nextel Cup is the
ARCA REMAX series. This division shares
the limelight with the Nextel Cup series on
many weekends. As the support division,
ARCA REMAX offers young up-and-coming
drivers the opportunity to race where they
can be seen by Nextel Cup owners who are
always shopping for young driving talent
who may be a future star in Nextel Cup
racing.
Many of today’s veteran NASCAR stars
began their careers on the local short tracks
of America and worked their way up to the
ARCA REMAX series before moving up
to the Nextel Cup series. A list of today’s
driving stars who came up through the ARCA

REMAX series includes familiar names like
Kyle Petty, Ken Schrader, Jeremy Mayﬁeld,
Ryan Newman, Kyle Busch, Casey Mears,
Tony Stewart, Darrell and Michael Waltrip,
Mark Martin and dozens of other top
drivers. Popular TV analyst Benny Parsons
began his career in ARCA REMAX and
after winning back-to-back championships
in 1968 and 1969 moved on to become the
1973 NASCAR Winston Cup champion.
The ARCA REMAX series is popular with
both the fans and drivers as a series that
races on all types of race tracks across the
country. From the quarter-mile paved short
tracks, to the 1 mile dirt tracks and on up to
the 2 ½ mile Super Speedways of Daytona
and Talladega, the ARCA REMAX series
events offer racing fans some of the most
competitive and exciting races to be found.
If you are a race fan, check out the REMAX.
com website. It contains a great section on

the ARCA REMAX series and
broadcast times of the televised
ARCA REMAX events.
One step below the ARCA
REMAX series is racing at the
grassroots level of the sport.
This is where the future stars
of racing learn to race. This is
also the level where the drivers
can compete with his friends
and neighbors and enjoy racing as a hobby.
Many of these racers are from families in
which racing is a way of life and has been
for several generations. Although Monday
morning will ﬁnd them back at work,
chances are strong that they are already
thinking of the upcoming weekend and
another chance to compete with the other
“hometown heroes” of the sport.
In the next edition I will follow the exploits
of two of the weekend warriors that race at
Willamette Speedway in Lebanon, Oregon.
The track is a third-mile high-banked clay
oval that has been running Saturday night
Dirt Track Stock cars racing programs for
over 40 years. The programs consist of
four divisions of racing that range from the
Classic Sportsman cars, Sportsman, Limited
Late Models and the ultra fast Outlaw Dirt
Late Models, the fastest and most expensive
division.
The drivers that you will meet are Charley
Anderson and Ron Berry. Charley grew
up watching his brother Jerry Anderson,

compete in the Sportsman division at
Willamette Speedway. Charley began his
own racing career in the mid-eighties and
following a runner-up ﬁnish in points in the
1991 season point standings, Charlie came
on to win the Sportsman championship in
1992. 2003 saw Charley Anderson in the
role of car owner as he put Ron Berry behind
the wheel of his #97 Sportsman where Berry
ﬁnished 9th in the point standings. In 2004
they moved up to the Limited Late Model
division where Berry ﬁnished 3rd in points
and was selected as the Rookie of the year
in the division. In 2005 the pair returned
to the speedway with a pair of black #97s
with owner Anderson competing in the
Sportsman class and Be rry driving the #97
Limited Late Model. While ﬁelding two cars
has added to their car preparation workload,
they have recently picked up sponsorship
from REMAX of Salem, Oregon.
With a little over a month remaining in the
2005 racing season, we will follow this team
of typical grassroots racers as they wrap up
the 2005 season and prepare for 2006.
(Authors note:) During a August 20th race
at Willamette Speedway, Charley Anderson
was involved in a vicious crash caused by
running over debris from a competitors
car. His #97 was launched high into the
air and came to rest near the crash wall. At
this writing, he is at home recovering from a
lower back injury and is planning on a quick
return to racing.

“This is your house...”
“This is your Willamette Valley
home sold in 17 days...”

Call Dixon Bledsoe,
MBA, Broker
503-873-3545, ext. 311
dixon@silvertonrealty.com

on.
...because you listed it with Dix
Dixon
Any Questions?
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Salem Airport now is home to new ﬂight school
BY GWEN GRAHAM
Flying an airplane is a dream for a good
many people. Think about it – the thrill of
breaking away from gravity and enjoying the
freedom that only a private pilot can know.
The determined ones among us actually
take the time and devote the energy to make
ﬂying not merely their dream but a tangible
life goal.
Graham Aviation Services, LLC
Residents in the Salem vicinity wanting to
make their ﬂight dreams a reality can now
ﬁnd the necessary resources at Graham
Aviation Services, LLC – Salem Airport’s
new ﬂight school.
Jim Graham opened Graham Aviation
Services in May 2005. A private pilot for
many years, the ﬂight school is the fulﬁllment
of Graham’s second ﬂying dream. He long
dreamt of making aviation his career.
After a lengthy career in high tech, Graham
found himself a statistic of corporate
downsizing in the summer of 2004. He
had been a part-time ﬂight instructor at
the Troutdale Airport in his spare time for
more than six years, but now – without that
“real” job – he was faced with vocationally
recreating himself.
“I woke up real early one morning with
the most clear thought I’d ever had when
it came to my career,” Graham said of the
turning point. “I realized I really wanted to
be a full-time ﬂight instructor.”

That same morning, Graham called his
friend Jim Harr, owner of Salem Airport’s
only avionics shop, Val Avionics. Graham
asked Harr his thoughts about opening a
ﬂight school at the airport.
“I couldn’t believe I was getting this
call,” Jim Harr laughs. “Only a few days
before, the Airport Advisory Commission
had decided Salem Airport needed a ﬂight
school.” Timing was perfect.
Graham and his wife moved to Salem six
weeks later, and a ﬂight school at Salem
Airport became reality.
“It was meant to be,” Graham says.
“Everything fell into place so well, it was
almost scary.”
Graham Aviation’s ﬂight training center
is on the second ﬂoor above Val Avionics,
which sits just north of the Flight Deck

Now at Salem McNary Field
•
•
•
•

Let Yourself Fly...

Private Pilot Training
Instrument Rating
Ground School
BFR/IPC
INTRODUCTORY
FLIGHT LESSON

$79.00

(through 12/31/05)

THE NEXT PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL
STARTS IN JANUARY!

Graham Aviation Services, LLC
Upstairs from Val Avionics
just north of the Flight Deck Restaurant

503-581-4139 • AviationSLE@aol.com

The Equitable Center
Available October:

For floorplans and building info, click on:

www.EquitableCenter.com

CALL FOR DETAILS OR TO VIEW!
Susan Miller at 503-399-1191

Fishing Matters
BY BRUCE HARPOLE
Hello to all anglers and non-anglers. This
is the ﬁrst in a monthly column for the
Salem Business Journal regarding “ﬁshing
matters“. What are ﬁshing matters? Well,
for the folks at the Salem Business Journal it
is anything that has to do with the economics
of ﬁshing. I’m Bruce Harpole, President of
the Oregon Fishing Club. When approached
with the idea of writing a monthly column I
thought, “not enough topics to write about”,
it turns out there are more then enough.
Topics covered will include; ﬁshing
guides and charters, lessons and schools,
habitat improvements, ﬁshing vacation
destinations, the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife budget, commercial ﬁsheries,
gear purchases and tackle shops, the Pike
Minnow and invasive species, ﬁsh hatchery
economics, camping organizations, and
ﬁshing clubs and groups. Some of these
articles will be strictly informational, while
other topics can be quite controversial.
Either way, I’m looking forward to writing,
and in turn learning more, about these and
other issues and I hope you are too.

In doing so, I will be writing from the
prospective of someone who has been in
the sport ﬁshing industry for 17 years as
the founder of the Oregon Fishing Club.
I’m also a native Oregonian and have been
a resident of the Willamette Valley for over
forty years. The Oregon Fishing Club was
formed in 1989 and is similar to a golf club
in structure. The Club provides access
to 39 private properties in the Salem/
Portland area for ﬁshing and recreation.
Members have daytime access to all Club
properties without the need of reservations.
We also have 22 lakes and ponds, 17 river
properties, and exclusive camping on a
dozen properties. We make agreements
with landowners for ﬁshing access and in
return they receive property improvements,
a small income, improved property security,
Club membership and other beneﬁts.
Until next month, when you can read
about “ﬁshing matters”.
Go ﬁsh, Bruce
You can reach Bruce Harpole in Albany
Oregon at 877 521-8947, or ofc@ofc.org

Nor’Webster Digital Imaging

Office and Retail Plaza

Mezzanine - 6,655 s.f. 14 offices, huge
conference room, large built-in reception, copy room, kitchen, file storage,
private elevator & restrooms.

Restaurant (formerly Roscoe’s Landing)
on the Salem Airport. Immediate response
to the business start-up proves to Graham
that the dream of ﬂight is still very real in
our community.
Graham says his teaching philosophy is
simple. “I emphasize smart decision-making
in the cockpit and safety at every step of the
piloting process.”
Graham uses a Cessna 172 for ﬂight
lessons. The craft is equipped with a Garmin
430 GPS for primary as well as instrument
training. He plans to add to the training ﬂeet
next year, as well as other aircraft for sightseeing ﬂights and eventually local charters.
Paciﬁc Sport Aircraft, LLC

With a desire to predict what his new
career future might hold – since corporate
downsizing had caught him off guard once
already – Graham undertook focused
research on the future of general aviation.
He discovered that the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) recently adopted
a new light sport pilot category that
fundamentally returns broad affordability
to the dream of private ﬂight .
Through a second company, Paciﬁc Sport
Aircraft, LLC, Graham and his new partner
Bill Hollenbeck have secured an exclusive
Northwest regional distributorship for
SportairUSA’s aircraft. The team of Graham
and Hollenbeck will be the sole distributor
for Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana
and Wyoming. Paciﬁc Sport Aircraft will
offer a line of light sport aircraft that
includes the StingSport - a 100 horsepower,
two-seat airplane that has a cruising speed
of 115 knots and uses a mere 4.5 gallons of
fuel per hour.
Salem Airport will be the hub for sales,
training and maintenance for Paciﬁc Sport
Aircraft throughout the Northwest region.
“I love teaching. And I love ﬂying,”
Graham says through a broad smile. “I am
the luckiest guy in the world.”

Video Production & Editing • Scientiﬁc & Technical Visualization
Digital Animation • Digital Time-Lapse Video • Graphic Design

530 Center Street N.E.
Suite 110
Salem, Oregon 97301
Phone (503) 399-1191
Fax (503) 399-0802

IMAGING

www.NorWebster.com • imaging@norwebster.com
Serving the Science & Technical Community Since 2001
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What’s love got to do with ... Work?
From an employer’s perspective, work is
supposed to be . . . well . . . work. Although
work can be fun, employees ought to be
focused on getting their job done. Romantic
relationships between employees, especially
when one supervises another, create
unwanted complications.
Although few employers strive to be
matchmakers, they do a pretty good job of it.
Your recruiting efforts bring together people
who live near one another and share similar
skills and interests. In the job interview,
you screen each employee for compatibility
with your other employees. You ask your
employees to work long hours, spending
more time together than they spend with
anyone else. All things considered, work can
become the ideal place to meet a potential
mate.
The Problems with Employee Dating
Although romantic relationships in the
workplace are common, employers should
be concerned about employee dating. Even
when the relationship is going well, other
employees may complain of favoritism
or be uncomfortable with public displays
of affection. Productivity also may suffer.
If the relationship sours, more difﬁcult
problems can arise. Bad feelings between
the two employees may result in retaliation,
stalking, or threats of violence.
From a liability perspective, the biggest
fear for most employers is that the
romantic relationship will generate a
sexual harassment claim. Because sexual
harassment laws only prohibit “unwelcome”
sexual advances, a participant in a truly
consensual relationship has no claim for
sexual harassment. However, given the
unequal power and status that a supervisor
enjoys over a subordinate, the employer may
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to prove whether the affair
is really consensual. Even if all started out
well, the subordinate may claim that he or
she feared retaliation once the relationship
soured.
“No-Dating” Policies
No-dating policies seek to avoid these
issues by prohibiting workplace romance.

Unfortunately, these policies are both
awkward and difﬁcult to draft. The difﬁculty
begins when deﬁning what is or is not a
“date.” Do lunches count? What about
happy hour? Employees also may feel that
the employer has violated their expectation
of privacy by monitoring or regulating their
off-duty conduct. In light of these difﬁculties,
it is not surprising that most companies do
not have a formal written policy regulating
employee dating.
Consensual Relationship
Acknowledgment
As an alternative or in addition to a
no dating policy, some employers use a
“consensual relationship acknowledgment.”
The acknowledgment, which is signed by
both employees and management, states
that the employees will not allow the
relationship to interfere with or impact the
work environment. The acknowledgment
also conﬁrms and documents that the
relationship is consensual and voluntary.
The employer should attach a copy of
the company’s sexual harassment policy
to the acknowledgment to prove that
the employees were aware of the sexual
harassment policy and had the opportunity
to report any inappropriate conduct by the
other employee.
If handled properly, a consensual
relationship acknowledgment will make it
more difﬁcult for an employee to claim that
the relationship was “unwelcome.” It also
clearly states employer expectations, so that
complaints of favoritism or inappropriate
conduct can be more easily dealt with. If a
participant ever brings a sexual harassment
claim, the acknowledgment will also raise
the question as to why the employee did not
complain to management when he or she
was given the opportunity.
Creating a Policy on Employee Dating
When deciding whether to impose a nodating policy, and evaluating what form of
policy to impose, consider the following:
Scope: Think about the types of
relationships that cause the most concern.
Rather than a blanket policy, you may

Employment Law: Randy Sutton
want to limit the policy to dating between
a supervisor and subordinate or employees
dating within the same work group.
Enforcement: The policy must clearly
state whether dating among employees
is prohibited or merely discouraged. A
strict prohibition may not be desirable as
the participants may try to conceal their
romance.
Flexibility: Consider how ﬂexible your
policy should be. A zero tolerance policy
may result in the loss of two very good
employees. However, any policy that allows
too much case-by-case discretion will expose
the employer to discrimination claims.
Business Necessity: Think about your
business justiﬁcation for imposing a
consensual relationship policy. How have
consensual relationships been handled in
the past? Are any management employees
who are married or otherwise involved in
consensual workplace relationships? Are
there less intrusive means to achieve your
goals?
Penalties for Violations of Policy:
Although it is usually easier to transfer or
terminate the subordinate, doing so can be

risky. Because men often hold more senior
positions in a company, a policy that always
penalizes the subordinate can create liability
for gender discrimination. When enforcing
a “no dating” policy, the employer must be
careful to penalize both sexes equally.
Because workplace romance is inevitable,
employers should think about how to manage
the issue in advance. A written policy that
ﬁts the needs of your workplace, together
with the use of consensual relationship
acknowledgments, can help your company
minimize liability.
Randy Sutton is a partner with the
SAALFELD GRIGGS PC law ﬁrm in Salem
Oregon. 250 Church Street SE, Salem
Oregon 97301. This article should not be
considered legal advice. Randy focuses his
practice on representing management in
employment and business litigation. 503399-1070, rsutton@sglaw.com,
www.
sglaw.com.

Specializing in
Apple computer
solutions for
business
Mathew Goddard, Account Executive
503-851-8581
442 Lancaster Drive NE • Salem, OR 97301

proudly introduces
proudly introduces

Call
Call503-364-8376
503-364-8376ororlog
logon
ontotodesantislandscapes.com
desantislandscapes.com to ﬁnd out more.
to find out more.

Come see the new Arbor: New Ownership~Enhanced Menu

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL:

any Breakfast Menu Item
½ OFFbetween
7-8 a.m.
Mon-Fri 7am - 5pm
Sat 8am - 4pm

Come visit us August 3 for the

First Wednesday Event

We will have BBQ Burgers and Hot Dogs!

503-588-2353 • 380 High Street NE, Salem
We also provide Catering & Wedding Cakes
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City of Salem Construction Permits
05-113481-DW - 434 Golden Eagle St. NW - 03-AUG-05
05-113529-DW - 1695 West Meadows Dr. NW - 10-AUG-05
05-113599-DW - 4426 Wildcherry Ct. SE - 19-AUG-05
05-113681-DW - 1537 Eagle Cap St. SE - 03-AUG-05
05-113777-DW - 494 Golden Eagle St. NW - 22-AUG-05
05-113785-DW - 4379 Wildcherry Ct. SE - 16-AUG-05
05-113875-DW - 2587 Kitsap St. NW - 17- AUG-05
05-113930-DW - 3026 Hollyridge Lp. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-113931-DW - 3034 Darlene St. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-113932-DW - 3039 Hazelgrove St. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-113933-DW - 3019 Holyridge Lp. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-113934-DW - 2173 Laurine Ct. NE - 05- AUG-05
05-113935-DW - 2153 Laurine Ct. NE - 05- AUG-05
05-113971-DW - 2221 Soapstone Av. SE - 15- AUG-05
05-113974-DW - 5978 Dewpointe St. SE - 19- AUG-05
05-114002-DW - 3017 Holyridge Lp. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-114004-DW - 3038 Hazelgrove St. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-114005-DW - 3030 Holyridge Lp. NE - 03- AUG-05
05-114006-DW - 3018 Hollyridge Lp. NE - 08- AUG-05
05-114007-DW - 4375 Wildcherry Ct. SE - 15- AUG-05
05-114011-DW - 1487 Eagle Cap St. SE - 15- AUG-05
05-114026-DW - 543 Stellers Eagle St. NW - 22- AUG-05
05-123343-BP - 843 Creekside Dr. SE - 10- AUG-05
05-123856-BP - 2450 4th St. NE - 01- AUG-05
05-123860-BP - 1746 Davis Rd. S - 03- AUG-05
05-123948-BP - 696 Hawthorne Av. NE - 12- AUG-05
05-123960-BP - 801 Rumsey Ct. NW - 01AUG-05
05-124194-BP - 5000 Deer Park Dr. SE - 17- AUG-05
05-124384-DW - 915 Caradon Ct. NW - 03- AUG-05
05-124389-BP - 3850 Hagers Grove Rd. SE - 16- AUG-05
05-124420-BP - 2625 Commercial St. SE - 05- AUG-05
05-124423-BP - 201 Liberty St. SE - 09- AUG-05
05-124425-BP - 315 Winter St. SE - 08- AUG-05
05-124426-BP - 1055 Mill St. SE - 09- AUG-05
05-124440-BP - 1945 Davis Rd. S - 10- AUG-05
05-124448-DW - 5845 Lone Oak Rd. SE - 08- AUG-05

05-124520-BP - 2925 Lancaster Dr. NE - 18- AUG-05
05-124581-DW - 2113 Mousebird Av. NW - 16- AUG-05
05-124621-BP - 855 Moonﬂower St. NE - 10- AUG-05
05-124630-BP - 3723 Dogwood Dr. S - 09- AUG-05
05-124651-DW - 5567 Wigeon St. SE - 16- AUG-05
05-104380-BP - 4775 Skyline Rd. S - 12- AUG-05
05-104441-BP - 1522 Wallace Rd. NW - 23- AUG-05
05-104516-BP - 831 Lancaster Dr. NE - 04- AUG-05
05-124581-DW - 2113 Mousebird Av. NW - 16- AUG-05
05-104441-BP - 1522 Wallace Rd. NW - 23- AUG-05
05-104516-BP - 831 Lancaster Dr. NE - 04- AUG-05
05-105231-BP - 3021 Cherry Av. NE - 01AUG-05
05-105379-BP - 2258 Joseph St. S - 04- AUG-05
05-105392-BP - 4373 Market St. NE - 09- AUG-05
05-124890-BP - 6446 Fairway Av. SE - 11- AUG-05
05-104846-BP - 530 Airport Rd. SE - 03- AUG-05
05-125099-BP - 875 Oak St. SE - 19- AUG-05
05-125157-BP - 831 Lancaster Dr. NE - 04- AUG-05
05-125260-BP - 1155 Connecticut Av. SE - 15- AUG-05
05-125289-BP - 3282 Bluff Av. SE - 23- AUG-05
05-125313-BP - 2575 Commercial St. SE - 08- AUG-05
05-125347-BP - 5000 Commercial St. SE - 08- AUG-05
05-125375-BP - 1660 Salem Industrial Dr. - 19- AUG-05
05-125387-BP - 3020 Loucks Ct. NE - 18- AUG-05
05-125388-BP - 2505 Liberty St. NE - 23- AUG-05
05-125398-BP - 2725 Portland Rd. NE - 18- AUG-05
05-125442-BP - 1139 8th St. NW - 09- AUG-05
05-125461-BP - 1247 Commercial St. SE - 19- AUG-05
05-125477-BP - 4420 Redinger Ct. S - 09- AUG-05
05-125879-BP - 875 Union St. NE - 19- AUG-05
05-126102-BP - 900 State St. - 18- AUG-05
05-126157-BP - 2880 Claxter Rd. NE - 22- AUG-05
05-126191-BP - 697 12th St. SE - 19- AUG-05
05-126206-BP - 1050 Oak St. SE - 19- AUG-05
05-126321-BP - 2440 Lancaster Dr. NE - 22- AUG-05
05-126344-BP - 2730 Front St. NE - 23- AUG-05 -

CITY OF SALEM, OREGON
CONTRACTS AND PROCUREMENT DIVISION
INVITATION TO BID
DEMOLITION OF SITE A, (FORMER EAGLE’S BUILDING)
RIVERFROMT-DOWNTOWN URBAN RENEWAL AREA
BIDS MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 12, 2005 AT 5:00PM
(LOCAL TIME)
INQUIRES CONCERNING THE BID SPECIFICATIONS SHALL BE DIRECTED TO JOHN
JANSONS, URBAN DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR @
503-588-6178 X 7535
CITY OF SALEM, OREGON
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) NO. 056044
TO PROVIDE GENERAL BANKING SERVICES
The Finance Department of the City of Salem, Oregon, Acting on behalf of the City of Salem
and the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Salem, Collectively referred to hereinafter
as “Salem” is soliciting proposals for the purpose of identifying General Banking Services
Qualiﬁed Proposers and awarding non-exclusive contracts to one or more of the Qualiﬁed
Proposers to meet Salem’s current General Banking Service requirements. Separate contracts
will be negotiated with the City and the Agency.
SCOPE OF SERVICES:
Salem is soliciting proposals from banks and ﬁnancial institutions that meet the legal
requirements for status as a depository of record in the State of Oregon to be General Banking
Services Qualiﬁed Proposers and provide federally insured depository banking services. This
RFP covers anticipated banking needs from about October 2005 through June 2008. Service
levels provided as part of this RFP are estimates, and do not represent a guarantee of the
service required by Salem.
Proposals will be received until, but not after, 4:00pm (local time) on Tuesday, September
6, 2005.
Salem is an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) employer.
(503) 588-6136

Salem Business Card File
Parcel & Courier Delivery Services
OFFICE

503-463-6996 • CELL 503-991-7510
FAX 503-390-0146
3824 River Rd. N, Suite 277
Keizer, OR 97303

www. AEOCOMPUTERS .com

Alessandro’s

Brian Beesley

120 Commercial NE
Salem, Oregon 97301

1522 NE Broadway @ Shipping
Salem OR 97303

503-391-7333

Repairs
Upgrades
Custom-built
computers

Phillip L. Priestley
General Manager
phil@alessandros120.com

MERCEDES BENZ
SAAB • BMW
VOLVO • AUDI
LAND ROVER

Ph. (503) 370-9951
1-866-225-7985
www.alessandros120.com

FREEMAN MOTOR CO
Marshall Zoerner

5535 S.W. Hood Ave. • 503.314.6446
6626 S.W. Macadam Ave. • 503.310.5555
Portland, OR 97239
www.freemanmotor.com

Featuring: Jewelry  Art  China  Glassware
Silver  Furniture  Collectables & more

“We Do Estates”

Call: 503-581-0318  E-mail: gra7567519@aol.com
Hours: 10am - 5pm  Monday - Saturday
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“I Can’t Believe You Printed Out The Whole Thing”
“What are all those leather-bound books
Grandma?”
“That’s the Encyclopedia Britannica
Johnny!”
“Wowww! I can’t believe you printed out
the whole thing!”
Non-proﬁt Wikipedia, a has changed the
world. It is a change for the better and it is
very truly wonderous.
The Encyclopedia Britannica offers about
80,000 articles, none fresher than the day
the books rolled off the presses. It can cost
thousands of dollars depending on good
the salesman who knocked on your door
was. If one article makes you curious about
a related topic, you must go get a different

book and ﬂip some pages.
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia that
anyone can edit, offers over 500,000 articles
in 75 languages including Esperanto.
Articles can be as fresh as today’s headlines.
It’s free once you’re online. If a word or
phrase makes you curious, just click some
hot-links.
Did you hesitate when you read: “anybody
can edit?” Indeed, everything there has
been entered and edited by self-selected
volunteers. If you feel motivated to correct
a typo, or expand an important point, you
can. How well can that work, in a world of
pranksters and wacky/polarized political
viewpoints? The mechanism is involved

Information Tech: Scott Rainey
but… yes, it works. It works rather well
actually.
Will you get perfect and complete
information on everything at Wikipedia?
No, but you won’t get that from a regular
encyclopedia either. What you will get is a
very good introduction, written by one or
more people, who really care about a topic.
You’ll also get hot-links to related topics and
further reading.
In other words, it’s not perfect, but it is

amazingly good.
If anybody actually does print out the
whole thing, please send me a snapshot.
Check it out for yourself:
http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salem_Oregon.
For a more detailed look at Wikipedia,
see: www.wired.com/wired/archive/13.03/

Salem Business Card File
Cheryl Bielenberg, RDH
H.R. Director

503-363-8885 • www.CleanSmile.com

Kernville
Steak & Seafood House
Riverfront Dining & Lounge

“Where Friends Bring Friends”
Open for Lunch & Dinner,
Daily from 11am

541-994-6200

186 Siletz Hwy, Lincoln City, Oregon, 97367

Live Music!!

www.kernvillesteakhouse.com

Saturday - Sunday September 3 & 4

Jack McMahon Band
Saturday - Sunday September 10 & 11

1111 Edgewater St. • West Salem, OR 97304 • 503-362-0522

Salem Paint
Company

Floating Glass Balls
Saturday September 17

Trash Can Joe

Salem Spy Shop
A subsidiary of TeleCom Clinic

TOP DOG

CONCESSIONS

“More Than Your Average Weeny Wagon”

 Cameras  Spy Equipment
CCB# 89963

 Security

 Installations

503-362-7351

Visit our showroom at 1522 Broadway St. NE
For 10% OFF, visit SALEMSPYSHOP.COM

Phone: (503) 364-5631 • Fax (503) 364-5633
702 High St. NE Salem, OR 97301

Catering & Special Events
Hotdogs • Burgers • BBQ
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Kosher Wine and Cheese
This time the subject of my column began
to germinate in my mind following a visit by
one of my regular customers who was looking
for some “Kosher Wine and Cheese.”
I’m knowledgeable about wine, especially
Italian wines because I grew up with them,
but KOSHER? I had no idea that a wine
could be Kosher. I knew that cheese and
other foods can be Kosher, and so I just
started to wonder about some of the food
people in other countries consume.
Because the Middle East is so much part
of our lives these days, I started to research
and I found out that Iran has an old tradition
of cooking meat with fruit, lentils or split
peas. In Lebanon ﬁsh is used with cayenne
pepper, paprika, cinnamon and other spices.
If you were in Jordan you would eat lamb
kebabs (marinated or plain) or a mixture
of lamb and beef. In Israel, when you travel
within the country, you will ﬁnd lamb and
cracked wheat paste in fried patties stuffed

with meat, onion and pine nuts; and also
sfeeha, which is a small pastry shell ﬁlled
with spiced ground lamb, pine nuts and
yogurt. (I really would hate to be a lamb in
that part of the world!) No culinary style
is more distinct that the one in Yemen. It
is not sophisticated, but the full ﬂavors
come from special spice mixtures and they
have inﬂuenced eating habits in Israel. The
Yemenis cereal and burghul dishesk, as well
as a great variety of breads are very popular
throughout Israel.
Speaking of Israel, the religious based
dietary law of kashrut forbids pork and
some other meats, along with shellﬁsh or
ﬁsh without scales or any kind of scavenging
abilities.
I almost forgot the beginning of my quest:
Kosher wine. What makes wine Kosher?
You can make good kosher wine -things
have changed a lot since the pre-Biblical
times –that is, when the ﬁrst kosher wine

Ask Lullu: Lullu Truitt
was produced! And from what I read it was
not good at all, thus a halt was imposed
on wine production until 1870. Now, to be
qualiﬁed Kosher the wine has to met several
requirements: for example the grapes of new
vines cannot be used to make wine until 4
years after planting, and after that the ﬁeld
must be left unplanted every seventh year;
it is also a requirement that no vegetables
or fruit may grow between the vines. At
harvest time only kosher tools and storage
facilities may be used and, of course, all the
winemaking equipment has to be cleaned
of foreign objects. Only Sabbath observant
male Jews are allowed to work the wine
production.
Some good sources for kosher cheese

MaPS Scholarship Winners Named
This year MaPS awarded six college
scholarships ranging from $500 to
$1,000. Winning the MaPS Credit Union
Scholarship for $1,000 each were Aubrey
Cowan, Keizer, Ore. and Francisco Ruiz,
Woodburn, Ore. MaPS Business Partner
Scholarships for $500 each were awarded to
Karena Dokken and Yesenia Flores Ramos,
Salem, and Stephen Perona, Sheridan, Ore.,

and a $1,000 award went to Drew Phillips,
Salem.
Aubrey Cowan is a graduate of McNary
High School and the daughter of Thomas and
Lori Cowan, Keizer. She will attend Brigham
Young University, studying engineering and
math. She will be participating on the track
team.
Francisco Ruiz, a Gervais High School

“Salem’s
First Choice”
Franklin & Friends

5am to 9am

Terry Sol

9am to 2pm

Doc Nelson

2pm to 6pm

Wolfman Jack

7pm to 8pm

Rich Bailey
Wendy Paulson

8pm to Midnight
12am to 5am

graduate, plans to attend Oregon State
University and major in political science.
His parents, Pancho and Coleen Ruiz, live
in Gervais.
Karena Dokken is headed for Oregon
State University to pursue a double major,
computer engineering and music. She
graduated from North Salem High School.
Her parents are Cort and Kathie Dokken of
Salem.
Yesenia Flores Ramos, a North Salem High
School graduate, will attend Chemeketa
Community College, Salem, in the fall.
Stephen Perona graduated from West
Salem High School and plans to attend
Oregon State University, majoring in
business administration with a focus in
marketing and advertising. His parents are
Paul Perona of Sheridan and Renee Perona
of Fort Worth, Texas.
Drew Phillips graduated from West Salem
High School. His parents Sam and Jennifer
Phillips live in Salem. Drew will attend
Boston University’s School of Business
Administration, majoring in ﬁnance and
economics with a minor in political science.
To qualify for the MaPS Credit Union
Scholarships of up to $2,000, the applicants
must be seniors graduating from a MarionPolk County high school who plan to attend
an accredited college or university, and they
or their families must be MaPS members.
The awards are based on scholastic
record and aptitude, participation and
accomplishments, career objective, need,
and an essay question, “How can MaPS better
serve its membership and community?”
For the MaPS Business Partner
Scholarships ranging from $500 to $1,000,
the criteria are similar, but the students
must be Business and Management senior
students from North Salem, McKay, and
West Salem High Schools, planning to
further their academic education. These
three schools are the site of MaPS student
branches as part of the schools’ business
and management curriculum.

are the Tillamook cheese factory and also
Albertson’s in Beaverton, which also has a
good selection of kosher meat. They have
their own Rabbi who butchers and runs the
kosher deli. There is also a company here in
Salem, which produces Kosher, and Halal
foods that are shipped among other places,
...to the Middle East.
Just a little food facts that I thought were
interesting!
Sources: Daniel Rogov & Matthew Nolan
Until next time,
Ciao

Credit Union
to hold
Workshop
MaPS
Investment
Services,
which
offers
insurance
products
through
CUSO Financial
Services,
Inc.
(CFS),
will
sponsor two nocost, no-obligation
w o r k s h o p s
covering reliable,
timely,
timetested strategies
for long-term care needs. Topics include
characteristics of a good long-term care
policy, soaring long-term care costs,
Medicare’s limited role, beneﬁts and types
of policies, and choosing the right policy at
the right time.
The presenter, Wayne Muller, ChFC, is a
Registered Representative of CFS, a broker
with a select portfolio of securities products
such as mutual funds, annuities, stock and
bonds.
The workshop will be offered twice:
Thursday, August 18, 2:00-3:30 p.m., MaPS
Administration Center, 451 Division St.,
N.E., and Tuesday, August 23, 6:00-7:30
p.m., MaPS Main Branch, 1900 Hines St.,
S.E. Light refreshments will be served.
For more information and reservations,
interested persons may call 503-588-0181
or 800-688-0181, Ext. 3552.
MaPS, celebrating its 70th birthday all this
year, was chartered in 1935 as a teachers’
credit union and has expanded to include
a number of local businesses that have
no access to a credit union. MaPS’ seven
branches are located in east, west, south
and central Salem, Keizer, the Willamette
University campus, and Monmouth.
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Last Chance for Dry Rose!
No, Rose is not always sweet. No, Blush is
not cheap, sweet Chablis. No, not all Rose
is White Zin. Yes, Rose can be dry. Yes,
Rose and Blush wines can be quite complex
and tasty. Every late Spring, Summer and
early Fall I like to feature a dry Rose on our
Tasting Board each month at Grand Vines.
It’s fun to show people that a Rose can be
wonderful and yes, dry, not always sweet.
Especially during the warmer months a
Rose can be a wonderful and tasty wine to
enjoy while sitting out on the back deck. It’s
usually served cold and is a great balance
between a semi-sweet to crisp white and a
more ﬂavorful red. Several different grape
varieties are used, they’re not that expensive
and they come from all over the world.
No, Rose or “Blush” wine is not made from
white grapes (although sometimes it can be
a blend). No, food coloring is not added to

make it pink. Rose is made from red grape
varieties, including Grenache, Pinot Noir
and Sangiovese. You will also occasionally
see Cabernet Rose and Barbera Rose. In
most cases the grapes are crushed and then
left to macerate for 12 hours or more with
the skins of the grapes in order to impart
the correct color and ﬂavor depending
upon what the winemaker is going for. The
juice is then separated from the skins and
fermented.
France, Spain and Portugal have
traditionally had the largest variety of Rose
but California, Oregon and Australia seem to
have more popping up all the time. Speciﬁc
places like Provence, Tavel, the Loire
Valley and the Languedoc in France have
some of the best in the world made from
primarily the Grenache grape. A wonderful
example of Rose made into a sparkling wine

Wine Talk: Tim Duffy
(Champagne) is the Cristalino Rose Brut
from Spain. It’s medium bodied, fruity but
dry. It’s been so popular we’ve had it on our
Tasting Board all Summer. In September
we will also feature the Kestrel 2004 Rose
from Yakama Washington. It’s fresh, fruity,
yummy and yes, dry, although it has just
a bit more residual sugar in the end than
some of the other Rose’ we’ve had to give it
just a hint of sweetness.
When pairing Dry Rose with foods
and sauces, try some of the following
combinations:
BBQ, Tropical Fruit Salsa, Black Bean
Soup, French Onion Soup, Tomato dishes,
Lobster Bisque, Greek Salads, Stuffed

Stafﬁng Solutions:
How is your company planning to handle
the future?
Certainly you have plans
for growth, new markets, new products
maybe a few acquisitions. Maybe your
even concerned about the I-5 corridor and
moving your products and have some good
ideas.
Have you thought about the big questions?
Who will retire? How will you cover the loss?
Everyone likes to think they are invaluable
to their company, and truth be known some
are! The shear volume of retirees expected
in our local market is staggering.
Each one may not be as hard to replace
as that one special person but with the
possibility of 50% of your work force leaving
in the next 5-7 years, have you given any
thought to it?
Everyone will be ﬁghting for many of the
same people, driving wages up, forcing
more companies to go overseas. Its going to
get rough! In our industry it has gone from

“I wish we could ﬁnd a job for this great
individual” to Hey we have an employable
person!! Who is the highest bidder?
This is a BIG change and if you think
you can do it alone and save money lets
look at some concerns you may not have
considered. Stafﬁng companies should be
able to provide Drug testing, Background
checks, and enough of an interview process
to build history of solid employment and
truthful skills.
Many companies now allow online and
one page applications in hopes of making
the process easy for applicants and HR.
Hoping to keep the cost low.
We do not. We have expanded our
application, require more documentation
than ever before and we encourage you to do
the same! Get professional guidance through
a local outside source as the employee world
becomes more competitive don’t cut corners
it may cost you in the end.

Eggplant, Vegetarian Lasagna, Cold Pasta
Salads, Bouillabaisse, Fried Catﬁsh, Sushi
or Sashimi, Cold Grilled Chicken. Chesses
that go very well with Dry Rose include,
Banon, Chevre and Manchego.
What ever you decide, try a Dry Rose
before the warm months are over for the
year. You’re in for an unexpected treat.
Stop by Grand Vines for more suggestions or
to taste our Dry Rose selections during the
month of September. Have a great month.

$2.00 off any menu item

Westgate Cafe

$2.

00

1311 Edgewater St. NW
Salem, OR 97304

503-363-9588

$2.

00
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KEVIN T. LAFKY
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429 Court Street NE
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From Windy to Cherry City
“I’m just a poor Black man from Chicago,
trying to get by”.
“I’m not really very smart. You’ll have to
explain that a little slower”.
That’s what you’ll hear often from Maury
Johnson, PhD. And if you believe that, well,
I’ve got the proverbial bridge for you to
consider.
Dr. Maury Johnson is a Black man from
Chicago, true. But he’s a whole lot more
than that. He’s a hard working, successful,
smart - even brilliant -, self-made, local
business owner originally from Chicago.
He’s a mean streets survivor whose broken
home youth developed a burning desire in
him for something better.
His story began in Chicago’s tough
Southside on a hot July in 1966. His dad,
whom he didn’t meet until he was about 16,
worked construction. His mom, living alone
with Maury, was a secretary at a hospital.
They were anything but the “Nelson’s of
Chicago”.
Maury was sent out of the “hood” to
boarding school at Chicago Junior School in
Elgin from ﬁrst grade through fourth grade
and Glenwood School for Boys from the ﬁfth
grade through his senior year. In spite of a
few suspensions, he graduated in 1984.
In school he participated in all the usual
sports but he also made time for college
math courses, subjects he loved.
Resisting gangs was a 24 hour a day job that
involved a number of beatings, some given,

most received. But resist he did. Johnson
looked at it this way, he had 3 options for his
future: 1) Stay and get shot; 2) Join a gang
and get shot; 3) Get out of there by going to
college or joining the military.
Staying at home after high school was
not an option. His mom said he’d be going
“somewhere else”. And despite the fact
that he’d been accepted at three colleges,
that somewhere else turned out to be the
United States Air Force (he didn’t want to
be a “broke” college student). He’d signed
up for the Air Force (AF) before high school
ended on a delayed enlistment program that
promised him training as a systems analyst.
Maury spent 7 years in that ﬁeld at bases
in Mississippi, Nebraska, Las Vegas,
Nevada, and overseas in the Middle East
during Desert Shield and Desert Storm. The
latter two campaigns (January 1991 through
May 1991) left him with a lasting, unwanted
effect that he manages today.
In addition to his AF duties during those
years, Maury, incredibly, obtained his
associates degree in administration, his BS
degree in Electronics Management, his MBA
in administration and ﬁnished his course
work on his PhD in Information Systems.
He was subsequently awarded his PhD from
Nova Southeastern University in Florida
in 1998. His dissertation was entitled,
“Planning genetic algorithm: Pursuing
meta-knowledge” and dealt with computer
science, artiﬁcial intelligence, operations

JANITORIAL, Inc.
Commercial • Industrial
Licensed • Bonded • Insured

Free Estimates
(503) 580-7622
FAX (503) 375-9930

P.O. Box 7812
Salem, OR 97303

MY TOWN MEDIA
971-240-0626

Join the Salem-Keizer
2006 Poster Calendar

50 OFF

$

with
coupon

“Like passing out 1,000’s
of business cards a day!”

Call 971-240-0626 for info
Toll-free: (outside Oregon) 1-800-758-8204

At Large: Bill Isabell
research, engineering and system science.
Got that?
Johnson moved to Salem in 1994
becoming the information systems analyst
and manager for the Oregon Commission
on Children and Families. He served as chief
information ofﬁcer for the Oregon Housing
and Community Services Department from
1995 to 1998 and then went into business
for himself as Johnson and Associates, LLC
in August of 1998.
Maury spent the ﬁrst two years as a sole
proprietor trying to grow his business
through networking. It was feast or famine
as he struggled to ﬁnd a marketing strategy
that would ﬁt who he was and what he could
do. But he was so determined and driven
to make it work that even if it took digging
ditches to pay the bills, that’s what he was
prepared to do.
Johnson’s turning point came in 1998
when a member of his mosque (He’s a devout
Muslim), gave him an opportunity to ﬁll in
for him at defense giant, Lockheed Martin.
The rest, as they say, is history. He did
such a good job that his friend, and at then
Lockeed Martin, hired him permanently
as a contractor. And now, as clients of
Afﬁliated Computer Services (previously
Lockheed’s Commercial Services Division),
Goodyear, Nike, Lucent, Sun Microsystems,
and Symetra Financial also became clients
of Maury. But Maury wasn’t satisﬁed just
contracting with someone else. He wanted
to get his own show off the ground at the
same time. His own show became “Our
Apps” (www.OurApps.com).
“Our Apps” stores client’s data ﬁles and
software programs on Johnson’s supersafe system, not on their own, at risk, hard
drives. They, and whomever else they
desire, merely access Maury’s system from
their own ofﬁces with IDs and passwords.
And, for you IT geeks, Maury has a T1 line
(it’s like a modem on steroids) and about
5 terabytes (a 5 followed by 12 zeros) of
storage capabilities!
Clients of “Our Apps” enjoy data
protection of the ﬁrst ilk, the latest software
version updates at no extra charge and
bandwidth expansion as needed. Maury is
accessible 24/7 and employs the very latest
technology.
Leading his 50 accounts is well known
promotions king-pin, Lon St. Dennis. His
29 year old PS Promotions not only employs

legendary thespian, Dick Bond, but also
puts on the annual Home Show in January
and the Yard and Garden Show in March of
each year. Maury’s goal with “Our Apps” is
to have over 500 accounts, like this, within
the next 2 years.
In short, this is how Maury describes
what he does. He’s an applied support
and solutions architect. A Systems doctor.
Clients tell him where they want to go and
Maury gets them there.
Maury has bigger goals ahead. Huge goals!
He wants to provide wireless internet service
through a series of towers spaced about 40
miles apart.
He’s also working on a passion of his
that stems from his doctorial dissertation,
developing further artiﬁcial intelligence for
his consulting, hosting and wireless goals.
Maury’s not all work, though.
His
hobbies include playing baseball, bowling
(he bowled a 300 league game in 2004),
weight lifting (he’s bench pressed 455
pounds), racquetball, basketball and, most
importantly, his family.
Maury met his wife, Carol, a Salem native,
on a blind date in 1997. At the time, Carol
worked for a vocational rehab company
in Portland. They married in 1998 and
moved into Maury’s house in Keiser. Their
son, Ishmael, was born in 2001. Their
youngest son, Isaac, joined them 2 years
later. Johnson’s also done some impressive
volunteer work in the community. He was
co-chair of former Salem Police Chief, Walt
Myers’, and Community Police Advisory
Committee for about 2 years and has
volunteered with the World Beat Festival.
On any given weekday, you can ﬁnd Dr.
Maury Johnson (“MoDog” to his many
friends) at a couple of downtown haunts
with internet connections like The Sip and
the Court Street Beanery. He’ll probably
be dressed in a T shirt, sandals and an Our
Apps baseball cap, working on his lap top.
He doesn’t look like a PhD. He doesn’t act
like a PhD. In fact, he’d probably tell you he
can’t even spell PhD. “I’m just a poor Black
man from Chicago trying to get by”, is what
he’d say. “You’ll have to talk a little slower
because I’m not that smart”. Yeah! Right!

Ph: (503) 585-0234
Fax: (503) 315-0962

PATRICIA S. BENNETT
167 High Street S.E.
P.O. Box 2031
Salem, Oregon 97308-2031
www.malstroms.com

Better Service … and more of it!
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Hold On To Your Health (It’s good for business)
Now is the time when we are all “On”
every day, in a new way. Go, go, go!!! So for
your “run for it” life, we have everything on
Gods Green Earth to help our bodies keep
up. Here’s a quick reference for a medley of
health concerns.
More Energy – Amino Acid L-Taurine
(take as directed) alone or combined with
B-12 (sublingual). Ginseng, Royal Jelly,
Ginkgo Biloba.
Hot Flashes – Peppermint oil mixed with
water. Put in a misting bottle and mist
liberally.
Depression, Mood Swings – Amino Acid L-

Tyrosine (take as directed). A little Lavender
oil behind your ear also works great.
Edema (water retention) – Vitamin B6 and or White Oak Bark (also helps with
hemorrhoids).
Start of a Cold – Mix 1 TBL spoon of baking
soda and drop of Peppermint oil and a little
fresh ginger root in a cup of water. This
combination Alkaline your body. During the
beginning of cold your body is very acidic.
This combination creates a balance needed
to ward of that cold.
Slow to heal – Aloe Vera leaf. This works
best when bought fresh from the grocery or

To Your Health: Aprillee Barboza
health food store. Puree with your favorite
juice and drink it down.
Bad Body Odor – Drink lots of water and
eat fresh green vegetables (chlorophyll). You
may also apply under your arms (sparingly)
cold pressed oils Lavender, Grapefruit, or
Tea Tree oil.
Sleeplessness – Take a combination
of
Calcium
and
Magnesium
and

Glutacousamine just before bedtime.
Next Month, look for quick tips for glowing
skin and healthy happy scalp and hair!

Academy of Hair Design - Beauty in the Student’s Hands
BY APRIL R. PHILLIPS
A lot of Salem history is contained in a little
beauty school on the corner of Commercial
and Court streets.
Story has it that Gene Snook, who was
raised in Keizer, was inspired by his best
friend’s mother to enter the cosmetology
ﬁeld. His friend also got into the biz and
even opened his own beauty school with his
brother. The Magee Brothers school is still
in operation in Portland.
“The Magees,” said Gene’s grown son
Mike, “are related to the Phagan family - yes,
the same Phagans who opened the chain of
Salem-based beauty schools bearing the
surname. Today there are several Phagan
beauty schools in Oregon.”

load to learn about hair design,
Gene Snook opened his own
school, the Academy of Hair
facial technology (esthetician
training) and nail technology.
Design, Inc., in downtown
Or, they can choose one or
Salem in 1967. He is the owner
and president, while Mike
two categories from which to
Snook serves as manager.
study. The full program cost
The academy is a member
is $12,995; other programs
of the Association of Oregon
cost less; for instance, the nail
Cosmetology
Colleges,
technology program is $4,665.
the National Cosmetology
The academy also offers
Association, and is accredited
training and certiﬁcation in
through
the
National
barbering for $10,975.
Gene Snook
Accrediting Commission of
Mike and Gene Snook market
Cosmetology Arts and Sciences. Financial
the academy within driving distance, partly
aid is available to students.
due to the fact that there are several other
Students may choose to take a full course
beauty schools in the Salem and Portland

Oregon School of Massage
Enhancing Body, Mind and Spirit
BY RAY SIDERIUS - PRESIDENT OF OREGON SCHOOL OF MASSAGE
The Oregon School of Massage (OSM),
founded in 1984 and licensed by the Oregon
Department of Education, is a private
professional school devoted to massage
and related health education. The School
has a commitment to holistic education
and the training is designed to integrate
body, mind, heart and spirit. A key feature
of their educational process is that students
are asked to view their experiences as
personal growth as well as training, and to
look at their inner world of beliefs, emotions
and behaviors during the course of their
exploration of the body and techniques of
massage.
Central to OSM’s philosophy is the
notion that touch is a powerful form of
communication that carries complex
messages for both the giver and the
receiver. As a result, practitioners trained
at OSM are taught to be mindful of what
they communicate through touch in their
massage practice. With this key element
in mind, Oregon School of Massage has
developed an emphasis on the integration of
psycho spiritual dimensions of healing with
the study of the human body.
Their 555 hour Certiﬁcate program can
take as little as 15months to complete as
a full-time student. Full-time is at least 12
hours per week. The program is ﬂexible,

so students can go part-time – with some
weekend electives available – and ﬁt it into
their busy schedules.
Graduate student Michael Bailey is a 2002
OSM graduate. “What I think I liked most
about the instructors at Oregon School of
Massage was that things were taught to you
in a way of compassion for bodywork. [The
art of healing touch] was taught in a way that
helped us uniquely understand what we are
trying to learn - as opposed to a traditional
college, where information is often times
taught to you in a professor’s language with
no compassion towards you succeeding.”
The rigorous study of anatomy, physiology,
kinesiology, pathology, hydrotherapy, and
massage is augmented by time for students
to share their experiences both as givers and
receivers of touch. Because everyone carries
conscious and unconscious beliefs about
touch based on socialization, parenting and
past experiences, this dialog helps students
to clarify their own beliefs and needs around
touching. It also encourages development
of the “inner healer”. Our staff supports the
process of acknowledging these beliefs by
honoring each student wherever they are
in the their development and by nurturing
change as it occurs.
“The Oregon School of Massage provided
me with a magniﬁcent foundation on which

to build a great practice,” says graduate
and practicing Licensed Massage Therapist
(LMT) Jacob O’Lennick.
The school’s Salem campus is located at
440 Ferry Street SE in Salem, with their
primary campus situated 50 miles north
in Portland. Massage classes have a low
teacher to student ratio - normally 1 to 16.
Health science classes range from 16 to 24
students and may have a teaching assistant.
Massage tables are provided by the School
for in-class use; students must provide their
own tables for use outside of class. Students
provide their own oil, sheets, blankets,
towels and bolsters.
Recent OSM graduate Lisa Matyasz, LMT,
gives high marks to the school. “With the
tremendous support from the staff, I was
able to complete my massage education in
three terms,” Lisa recounts. “The convenient
class scheduling also aided my short tenure
as a student. I know I’m prepared to take on
any job, be it a hospital or spa. The success
rate of OSM made it the obvious choice for
me as the place to achieve my licensure.”
Members of the general public can beneﬁt
by attending the OSM Student clinic,
where a one-hour Swedish massage or a
75-minute Shiatsu massage costs a mere
$25. Appointments are required and can be
made by calling (503) 585-8912.

areas. The school does not offer housing.
About 45 students are enrolled. When
they successfully complete their programs,
students receive a diploma and take
appropriate tests from the State Board of
Cosmetology to become licensed.
The public face of the academy can be
clearly seen in its services, such as haircuts,
nail treatments, color, waxing, and more.
The academy is an inexpensive option
compared to high-priced salons. And, of
course, clients are needed for the students
to learn. Customers can rest in the fact that
their beauty treatments are supervised by
one of the academy’s ﬁve instructors.
“By keeping the prices low, it gives us
a good (number of) clientele,” said Mike
Snook. “We feel that it’s an important part
of their education.”
The Academy offers a haircut for $4.95,
a cut and shampoo for $5.95, perms from
$22.95 to $49.95, color tints from $19.95
to $34.95, facials from $10 to $15, eyebrow
waxing for $4, a plain manicure for $4, a set
of acrylic nails for $14.95, and much more.
Mike Snook said the academy probably
offers the lowest prices in town - even when
compared with other beauty schools.
The academy takes walk-ins and clients by
appointment. Hours for services are 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday, and
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday and Saturday.
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189 Liberty St. NE, Suite 306 • 503.373.384

SovernAndCompany@aol.com
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George Fox University
For anyone looking to take the next step in
their professional and personal life, George
Fox University offers ﬂexible master’s and
bachelor’s degree programs for working
professionals who want both convenience
and the resources of a respected university.
For business professionals, the George
Fox University School of Management
emphasizes intellectual, social, and spiritual
growth in a learning community dedicated
to developing leaders and managers to be
servants for the world.
The school offers both professional and
executive tracks in its MBA program.
The
professional
track
encourages
interdependence and social support as
students combine classroom readings and
discussions with projects and case studies
to demonstrate how theory is applied in the
real world. Students also receive training
to develop “people skills” along with their

analytical skills.
Service with a global reach is the hallmark of
the executive track of the MBA. The program
stresses an ethical approach to management
and the importance of giving back to the
community. Seminar-style classes are
designed for senior-level managers with ﬁve
or more years of executive responsibility, so
the classroom environment is conducive to
the exchange of ideas and experiences.
In spring 2006, George Fox also will
offer a Doctor of Management program
that prepares managers for service in
business, nonproﬁt, and public-sector
organizations. Candidates for the program
include executives seeking further academic
validation, consultants and trainers, and
those interested in serving as faculty
members at colleges and universities. For
additional information regarding the George
Fox University School of Management

mba.georgefox.edu

with
Ethical Leadership
a Commitment to Service
George Fox MBA
Professional and executive MBA tracks
Doctor of management, coming spring 2006
Courses offered at our convenient southwest Portland location
Information meetings

graduate programs, logon to georgefox.
edu/admission/graduate/mba or call 800631-0921.
George Fox University also offers graduate
programs
in
education,
leadership,
psychology, and the ministry programs of
George Fox Evangelical Seminary. In all
disciplines, George Fox encourages graduate
students to pursue expertise, professional
ethics, and meaning in their academic and
vocational pursuits.
If a career helping others as a licensed
professional counselor is of interest, George
Fox University Salem Center offers a
master’s degree in counseling. Shaped by a
commitment to an integrated understanding
of faith and mental health, this program
prepares professional clinicians for service
and leadership in private and community
settings.
Students develop clinical skills and gain
experience at the on-site counseling center
in Salem. Daytime, evening, and weekend
seminar-style courses are offered. Most
students complete the programs in two to
four years. To learn more about earning a
master’s degree in counseling at George Fox
University Salem Center, logon to georgefox.
edu/admission/graduate/counseling or call
800-631-0921.
For those interested in becoming a
teacher, the Master of Arts in Teaching
(MAT) program cultivates that talent and
desire to inﬂuence. George Fox prepares
professional educators to think critically,
promote justice, and transform the practice
of teaching. Designed for individuals who
have completed an undergraduate degree
in a ﬁeld other than education, the MAT
program is offered both part time and
full time at George Fox University Salem

Center.
Upon completing the program and
passing the appropriate standardized
exams, you will receive an Oregon Initial
Teaching License and a master’s degree.
For additional information on the MAT
program at George Fox University Salem
Center, logon to georgefox.edu/academics/
graduate/master_teaching or call 800-6310921.
Working adults who want to complete
bachelor’s degrees will ﬁnd ﬂexible
programs at George Fox University Salem
Center, with the convenience of evening
and weekend classes from a university that
is well-regarded in the region.
George Fox’s 16-month adult bachelor’s
degree-completion
programs
include:
management and business information
systems, management and organizational
leadership,
social
and
behavioral
studies, project management, and health
administration. For additional information
on completing your undergraduate degree,
logon to georgefox.edu/admission/dps or
call 888-888-0178.
George Fox University is a Christian
university of the arts, sciences and
professional studies ranked by U.S. News and
World Report as a top-tier western regional
university. It was founded in Newberg,
Ore., in 1891 by Quaker pioneers. Today,
more than 3,000 students attend classes
on the university’s campus in Newberg, at
its Portland, Salem and Boise centers, and
at other teaching sites in Oregon. It offers
bachelor’s degrees in more than 35 majors,
degree-completion programs for working
adults, a seminary, and 10 master’s and
doctoral degrees. Call 503-538-8383 or visit
georgefox.edu.

George Fox University Salem Center
2600 Pringle Road S.E., Salem
Oct. 12, Nov. 15
6:30 p.m.

888.888.0178

Kent Duvall
Owner
5434 River Road N.
Keizer, OR 97303
M - F 8 am - 7 pm
Sat. 8 am - 4 pm, Sun. closed
503.485.4044 Tel
503.485.4046 Fax
store5374@theupsstore.com
www.theupsstore.com

Our Team Members are ready to help you...
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Growing Your Business - Are You “Positioned” For Strength?
BY KEN INLOW

Few, if any, ad campaigns in recent history
have had the market impact and penetration
of “Got Milk?.” This world famous phrase
has attracted the enthusiastic endorsement
of just about everybody who is anybody in
the world of Hollywood Stars and Athletic
Celebrities. Proudly, they all pose for the
camera, sporting the innocent, child like
“milk mustache” on their upper lip - begging
the question, “Got Milk?.”
From Jackie Chan to Britney Spears
- from the Simsons to Garﬁeld The Cat,
they’ve all caught the vision of “Got Milk?.”
Since it’s launch in 1993, by the ad agency

Goodby, Silverstein & Partners, Got Milk?
has managed to become so powerful in its
inﬂuence that countless businesses have
plagiarized it for their own selﬁsh gain substituting the word “Milk” for their own
product or service.
Books have been written and published
highlighting the many successes of the
campaign. Even the town of Biggs, California
in late 2002, considered changing the name
of their fair city to “Got Milk?.” (Imagine
this . . .it is rumored that over 2000 emails to the Biggs City Council from lactose
intolerant citizens caused the city ofﬁcials to
vote the idea down.)
Okay, so what’s the point? The point
is, positing statements make a difference
when it comes to getting your unfair share
of business. When you use a positing
statement to propel your business forward,
past your competitors, you are creating
TOMA (Top Of Mind Awareness) which will
have lasting impact on consumer’s level of
recognition.
Just to illustrate the power of positing
statements and their ability to make a home
in the sub-conscience mind of you customer,
review the list of famous slogans that follow
and see how many company names you can
identity -

total merchant services of oregon

the “Fender, Bender, Mender.” Coupled
with a catchy little jingle, the Lou Saare
Body Shop quickly became the ﬁrst choice
for auto body repair in Santa Rose - and,
to this day, still assumes the lion share of
business in Santa Rose.
I recently spoke with Jim about the success
of his campaign. He explained to me that
it is consistency that makes the difference.
“Never knowing when someone will be in an
accident requires me to maintain consistent
exposure,” said Jim. “When there is a need,
they think of the Fender, Bender, Mender
ﬁrst - I’ve been drumming it into their heads
for 20 years.”
You can do the same for your business in
Salem/Marion County. It’s a simple matter
of putting a little creativity into the process
and there is a science to it. Understanding
method is important when you want to
maximize the effectiveness of a positioning
statement.
In next month’s column, I will outline
those scientiﬁc principles which will assure
you an effective positioning statement.
Until then, be assured, “I’ll be back!”
Ken Inlow is an Owner/Broker with Tradia
Commerce Network in the Salem/Albany
area and has an extensive background
helping small businesses grow by utilizing
effective marketing strategies. (503) 5475233 - kenneth.inlow@tradia.net.

1. Nobody doesn’t like
2. Fly the friendly skis of
3. Like a rock
4. We’ll leave the light on for ya.
5. Just do it.
6. The ultimate driving machine.
7. Have you driven a lately?
8. Reach out and touch someone.
9. Finger lickin’ good!
10. You’re in good hands with
11. Please don’t squeeze the
12. Betcha can’t eat just one?
13. have ridges.
14. It’s everywhere you want to be.
15. Breakfast of Champions
So, how did you do? Unless you’ve
been completely isolated from modern
civilization for the past few decades, you’ve
probably managed to identify at least 10 of
the 15 slogans listed above. Granted, these
are all world wide brands. However, you
don’t need to be a Fortune 500 Company to
capitalize on the power of positioning.
The same principles of branding apply at
a local level regardless of the size of your
business. In Santa Rose, California, where
I lived for many years, there exists a locally
owned auto body repair shop named the
Lou Saare Body Shop. For the last 20 years,
owner Jim Randolph has maintained a
consistent theme on local TV and radio as

payment solutions for your business

Paul Shih

Chief Money Mover
5606 SW Windflower Dr.
Corvallis, Oregon 97333

Paul.Shih@TMSofOregon.com
877.673.0575
www.TMSofOregon.com

Total Merchant Services (TMS) is a Member Services Provider for
HSBC Bank USA, National Association, Buffalo, NY

Sanders Instant
Shoe Service
503-364-5612
New Location

630 Marion St. N.E., Salem , O R 97301
DO WNTO WN EAST O F MEIER & FRANK

FINANCING

PURCHASE I REFINANCE for small commercial properties

STATED INCOME / STATED ASSETS
(veriﬁcations not required)

$100,000 to $1,000,000
PACIFIC COMMERCIAL LENDING

Shoe repair
leather & luggage
stitching • keys
m ade

THE TOBACCO POUCH
1599 EDGEWATER NW
SALEM, OREGON
503-588-8060

A Division of Special Realty Services, lTD.

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CIGARS • HONEYWOOD WINE

$5.00 off Your Total Bill
Expires 9/30/05

503.362.7219
445 STATE STREET & 120 LIBERTY
Downtown Salem, Oregon 97301
Coupon Valid when Bill is greater than $30.00
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The Business of Oom Pah Pa - Oktoberfest at 40
BY DIXON BLEDSOE

If you have been in Oregon more than a few
minutes, you know about the Oktoberfest
in Mt. Angel. You’ve done the Chicken
Dance, tasted the bratwurst, listened to free
concerts in historic St. Mary Church, and
perhaps sipped on a Spaten Optimator in the
Alpinegarten. You may have even stacked
empty buckets of beer into pyramids in the
Biergarten.
What you don’t know is the business of
Oktoberfest, Oregon’s best-loved festival
and certainly one of America’s top Bavarian
Folk Festivals. Just do a search on MSN.
Com and see Mt. Angel’s Oktoberfest as the
second-largest in the country. Try Google,
where it comes in at number three. We’re
talking big.
This year’s Oktoberfest celebrates 40
years of oom pah pa. And you can count
on another 350,000 festival-goers piling
into the little Bavarian town of Mt. Angel
(population 3700) over just four days to
dance in the streets to the music of Original
Donaumusikanten (a world class band
ﬂown directly from Germany by Lufthansa,
the ofﬁcial airline and a major sponsor of
Oktoberfest), try the Silver Fox Foundation’s
now-famous Chicken Basil Sausage with
Sauerkraut, enjoy the non-stop accordion
action in the family-centered Weingarten
featuring Grammy nominee LynnMarie,
try on lederhosen, and stroll through the
dozens of food and craft booths.
But count on the Oktoberfest, a festival
run totally by volunteers, to do more. So

New this year, is Nashville recording artist LynnMarie & The Boxhounds. This
is not your grandfather’s polka! One of many acts performing all four days.
much more. This year alone, Oktoberfest,
Inc. Board President Jerry Lauzon
says Oktoberfest is expected to have a
regional economic impact of nearly $3.5
million, according to the Oregon Tourism
department. 2005 will likely put Oktoberfest
over the top in how much money it has given
to non-proﬁt organizations – a whopping
$2 million. Just ask Chuck White, Treasure
of the Silver Fox Foundation, a 501c(3)
civic club from nearby Silverton.
The

Discover the Prudential Advantage!
Our Mission at Prudential Real Estate Professionals is to help you recruit qualified professionals
to our area. And once you've offered them the job
and they've accepted, our goal is then to help them
transition from their former destination to Salem/
Keizer with as little stress as possible, so they can
quickly integrate into the community and become
productive in their jobs.
Contact Judy Yriate, Relocation Director

503-371-3013 x1714
It’s our professional quality
of service that sets us apart.

Prudential
Real Estate
Professionals

©2005 An independantly owned and operated member of the PrudentialReal Estate Affiliates, Inc.

Fox Foundation started in the 60’s as the
Silverton High School Dad’s Club and has
been with Oktoberfest since the beginning.
“We are tied directly to kid’s activities,
and our association with the Oktoberfest
has been absolutely wonderful. Each year
we get critically needed funds from the
sausage booth. It is our major fund-raiser,
and because of Oktoberfest, we can give out
thousands of dollars in scholarships, help
school clubs raise money by working in the
booth, create cammaderie
etween kids and parents as they work
hawking sausage, and make a lot of people
happy with our Original Oktoberfest and
Chicken Basil sausages.”
That same story plays over and over, booth
to booth, business to business. Bochsler’s
Hardware does a booming business during
the event, especially as volunteers get all the
booths up and running. Don West realized
that people were having too much fun to
take time for haircuts, so he decided to close
down his Plush Brush Hair Design for four
days and rents space to a ﬁrm that sells
Lederhosen and other German clothing.
Jim Hoke’s Mt. Angel Sausage Company
thrives year-round, in large part due to the
exposure his company and restaurant gets
in just four days each September.
But it comes at a cost. Public safety alone
runs $100,000 annually, and it is well
worth the investment. In the early years,
Oktoberfest was perceived by some as a
beer fest disguised as a nice little German
festival. A candid editorial by a well-read
newspaper columnist opened a lot of eyes,
and it was a wake-up call that Lauzon said
was much-needed.
“We have learned a lot over the years. We
have monitors who pay careful attention to
beer consumption, and the days of 64 ounce
buckets of beer are long-gone. We don’t
let them get all drunk because we have a
responsibility to get them on the street and
home safely. DUIs are way down, major
rowdiness has been eliminated. We have our
own police liaison who works closely with

local, county, and state police to make sure
we are safe and that our visitors are treated
well. Police Cadet units get minimum wage
jobs and lots of hours worked. Our focus
isn’t beer and sausage. It is fun, family, and
being a true folk festival, safely.” According
to Lauzon, “it’s funny but as we cracked
down on consumption, our revenues went
up. Our guests have turned to some of our
great wines in the Weingarten, and fewer
but higher quality, more expensive authentic
German beers”.
Not forgetting the beer connoisseurs,
however, Lauzon says the German lagers,
Becks, the Spaten Optimator, Paulner
Pilsners, and, of course, Paulner Hefeweizen
are festival favorites. Lauzon adds, “when we
opened the Alpengarten, which some people
refer to as the Microgarten, we started with
some domestic beers. Business wasn’t great.
People want all things Bavarian when they
come here, so when we brought in the truly
German beers, sales were wonderful.”
Competition? Not really. The Oak Park
Edelweiss festival comes the week after Mt.
Angel’s Oktoberfest but on a much smaller
scale, and Sandy’s celebration draws about
4,000. Says Lauzon, “we love the smaller
festivals and help them in any way we can”.
How do you keep 350,000 “consumers”
happy with your product and coming back
year after year? The eight-year president
and retired National Guard ofﬁcer admits,
“We stay the same and we are always
changing. The year we brought in “Elvis”
to the Biergarten during a slower time on
Sunday wasn’t well received. We tried it.
It failed. But we are always ﬁne tuning and
looking to bring a better product. A big
plus has been keeping activities going on
all around us, from a classic car show and
sports tournaments to classic music in a
historic church. There is truly something for
everyone.”
Word of mouth advertising has done
wonders, but technology has been a great
friend as well. One Munich newspaper
advised its readers to go to Mt. Angel’s
Oktoberfest when it becomes too difﬁcult
for Munich’s residents to gain entry to their
own original German Oktoberfest. Another
German newspaper rated Mt. Angel’s
festival as one of the world’s twelve best
outside of Germany, while Leisure Group
Travel Magazine listed it as one of the top
50 festivals and events in North America
four years in a row. The website (www.
oktoberfest.org) gets thousands of hits each
year, many in the last several weeks leading
up to the event that starts the second
Thursday after Labor Day each year. 18% of
those hits come from Europe alone.
This year, gather with family and friends in
Mt. Angel September 15-18 as Oktoberfest
begins Harvesting Joyful Memories,
Growing Future Dreams, and doling out
thousands of dollars to charitable causes,
for the 40th time.
Look closely at the Mt. Angel Oktoberfest
and notice that like a ﬁne wine, turning 40
is a good thing to be celebrated. And like a
great bratwurst, it must be tasted.
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Getting the most from e-learning
University of Phoenix Online
While the Internet, multimedia software,
and digital technology have put higher
education online in recent years, not every
e-learning program takes full advantage of
their potential.
For example, there is a difference between
providing effective online courses and
delivering campus-based curricula via
the Internet. Though the content can be
identical, online delivery requires more
clearly deﬁned learning objectives. Inclass presentations and oral testing must
be replaced with appropriate assignments
that support learning, and which serve
adequately as proof of successful mastery of
the content.
Online programs require round-the-clock
technical support that can be accessed via
the Internet or telephone. Online library
and research services must be available to
students and faculty.
Teachers must be selected with the online
environment in mind. Their technical
and written communication skills assume
special importance.
Selection is one area in which the Internet
provides an important advantage: because
the instructor can be located almost
anywhere, the program can offer the best
instructor in the world, not simply the best
in the neighborhood.
Another difference is that classes must be
substantially smaller than those on campus.
One instructor can not respond to e-mails
from twenty online students.
Finally, the students need adequate
equipment. Most students use 56K or 256K
bandwidth to download content from the
Internet. This is not adequate for many of the
more advanced video techniques available
today. It may be quite expensive, or simply
impossible, for all aspiring students to obtain
connections with sufﬁcient bandwidth for
the most high-tech approaches.
When these many considerations are not
addressed properly, on-line education does
not reach its full potential.

Real time or real convenience?
Online programs come in two basic
formats: synchronous or asynchronous.
With the synchronous format, students
and teachers participate at the same time,
generally through online chat rooms, or
in some cases, two-way video. This format
comes closest to simulating the real
classroom experience, and it enables group
discussion with real-time question and
answers. It does not allow for scheduling
ﬂexibility.
The asynchronous format provides greater
convenience, utility, and depth of learning
for a longer course of study, such as a
degree program. Students and instructors
participate at different times, generally
through e-mails and threaded discussion
on bulletin boards. This format lacks the
real-time interaction, but offers complete
scheduling ﬂexibility, and provides for a
greater depth of learning. Because students
can read and respond at their convenience,
they can take more time to understand what
others are saying, and think about their
responses.
It is impossible to re-create the real
classroom experience even with the most
sophisticated technology. Attempts to do

so can become prohibitively expensive, and
may raise the tuition to two or three times
the cost of a campus-based program.
Look behind the screens.
Finally, online programs must be
constantly evaluated for effectiveness.
Schools cannot assume that their education
is effective online, even if they can prove its
efﬁcacy in the real classroom. Systems must
be in place to test, evaluate, and improve the
performance of their online programs.
Student and faculty performance should
be continuously monitored and measured.
Online programs should study their
students; research their needs, audit their
learning outcomes, survey their opinions,
and track their success.
Nobody can predict the future of on-line
learning, but it isn’t hard to imagine the
classroom becoming extremely mobile.
People might do their class work while on
a commuter train or a 747. If we take full
advantage of the potential of online learning,
it will beneﬁt students everywhere, and
that’s why we are all here.
Contact Keith Sawyer at 866-263-5022
x73616 or email keith.sawyer@phoenix.edu.
You can also visit my website at http://www.
uopx.com/OR for further information.
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Oregon
Telecom
Expands into
Washington
Salem-based Oregon Telecom, a leading
provider of business telecommunications
services in Oregon is expanding into the
State of Washington. Services will be
delivered under the name Oregon Telecom
for an interim period but will eventually
be provided as Washington Telecom.
Ofﬁce sites in Washington have yet to be
determined. Oregon Telecom’s existing
ofﬁces are located in Salem, Portland,
Eugene, Bend, Medford, and Roseburg.
Oregon Telecom announces New Corporate
Controller. Oregon Telecom has hired Tom
McGowan as controller at its corporate
headquarters in Salem. Tom, previously
the Director of Operations with Evergreen
Agricultural Enterprises, brings over 23
years experience in the telecommunications
ﬁeld, including 20 years with Sprint-United
Telephone Company. Founded in 2001,
Oregon Telecom has over 36,000 access
lines and is one of the leading competitive
telecommunciations providers in Oregon.
Oregon Telecom specializes in creating
business telecommunications solutions for
its customers. Oregon Telecom’s business
product line includes; hi-speed Internet
access, business telephone lines, VOIP
applications, long distance and wide area
network solutions.

“Search and Rescue
Service Dog Day”
Earn your Degree at your own pace, On your own
schedule & in the comfort of your home.
Each Tuesday and Thursday evening from 6-7pm, University of Phoenix provides an online
Information and Enrollment workshop. The workshop is held to answer any questions and
concerns about online education.
For those individuals looking to immediately enroll in a degree program, Contact Keith Sawyer
at 503-910-4211 or email keith.sawyer@phoenix.edu to confirm attendance.

Shangri-La’s ARK Manufacturing, local
producer of quality leather and nylon
goods, is exhibiting its latest Safety and
Law Enforcement products at the National
Search and Rescue Service Dog Day, hosted
by the Bear Search and Rescue Foundation,
aboard the historic Intrepid, in New York
Harbor.
Roseanne Shrull, ARK Mfg.
Manager, emphasizing the signiﬁcance of
participating in this worthy event, states,
“We are very excited to have the opportunity
to demonstrate ARK’s innovative products
to key military and law enforcement ofﬁcials,
while honoring the heroic efforts of service
animals.”
This event recognizes heroes of the twoand four-legged variety and showcases
service dogs that perform military, customs
and law enforcement duties as well as
guide, companion and therapeutic services.
The Bear Search and Rescue Foundation,
created to honor Bear, a golden retriever
credited with ﬁnding the most victims in the
rubble of the World Trade Center following
the September 11 attacks, provides training,
equipment and transport of Search and
Rescue teams across the nation, as well
as health care to canines that performed
recovery duties after September 11.
To learn more about ARK Manufacturing
products, visit www.arkmfg.net. For more
information on Shangri-La Corporation, a
non-proﬁt organization providing homes,
jobs, and supports to individuals with
disabilities or economic disadvantages,
please call 503-581-1732 or visit www.
shangrilacorp.org.
For more information, contact Jackie
Saul, Shangri-La Corporation Development
Assistant.
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The Self-Employed Person’s
Mortgage Do’s and Don’ts
BY CAROL HANNIBAL
There are different lending rules for the self-employed than for those who receive a paycheck
and, at year end, a W-2.
These handy do’s and don’ts will help a self-employed person receive the best available
mortgage rate and product for their home purchase, with the least hassle.
DO:
1. Maintain a business name registry for your business with the Corporation Division of
the Secretary of State’s ofﬁce.
2. Maintain any state or local licenses required for the operation of your business without
lapses.
3. Have your business tax returns professionally prepared, preferably by a CPA.
4. Pay personal accounts primarily used for your business with your business checking
account consistently.
5. Pay the extra fee (if applicable) to have your original checks returned to you with your
bank statement.
6. Keep your business and personal checking accounts in order – avoid overdrafts that
result in NSF’s or withdrawals from a credit card, reserve line or credit line.
7. Stay up-to-date on your company’s ﬁnances. If possible use an accounting software
program to keep track of income and expenses, and to generate proﬁt and loss and
balance sheet reports which may be needed for your home loan.
8. If you are a renter, pay your monthly rent with a personal check, not a money order or
cash.
DON’T:
1.
Prepare your own tax return.
2. Pay personal accounts primarily used for your business with cash, a money order, or any
other difﬁcult-to-trace payment method.
3. Let your business registry or licenses lapse.
These tips are not offered as a deﬁnitive guarantee that following them will result in
automatic approval of your home loan. However, following them will make it easier for you
to navigate the home loan process, and may make the difference in your rate, terms and
payment.
Places of Interest:
• Enchanted Forest
• Willamette River
• Silver Falls State Park • Spirit Mt. Casino
• The Oregon Garden • Gilbert House Museum
1. Salem Mission St.
(503) 585-6422 - 2350 Mission St SE
2. South Salem
(503) 585-7545 - 1405 Barnes Ave SE
3. West Salem
(503) 363-2261 - 530 Wallace Rd NW
4. Dallas
(503) 623-8155 - 121 Main St
5. Independence
(503) 838-6340 - 1710 Monmouth St

Les Schwab Marion and Polk County Locations

6. North Salem
(503) 585-7551 - 3030 River Rd N
7. Salem
(503) 363-9214 - 1710 Lancaster Dr NE
8. Sublimity
(503) 769-3446 - 400 SW Sublimity Blvd
9. Woodburn
(503) 981-1875 - 1140 N Pacific Hwy
10. Silverton
(503) 873-2966 - 911 N 1st St
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Measure 37- So Where Are We Now?
BY JAMES D. VICK
Measure 37, which permits property
owners to seek compensation when land use
restrictions affect the value of their land,
became effective in December 2004. Since
that time claims have been received from
fewer property owners than anticipated, but
the ﬂow of claims has been steady. Many
potential claimants have been waiting on
the side lines to see what action the Oregon
Legislature would take. Now that question
has been answered. The answer is a less
than a surprising “nothing”.
After much rancor the Legislature
adjourned on August 5, 2005 with a bill on
the table but no agreement. The legislative
ﬁx would have substantially curtailed
Measure 37. Both the Senate and the House
agreed that Measure 37, as voted upon by
the electorate, has problems that must be
addressed. But the Democrats insisted
that any relief from regulation granted to
property owners were applied only to the
current owner and they could not be passed
on to family members or future purchasers
of the land. This result did not seem to be
what was intended by the voters and the
Republicans balked. So Measure 37 remains
on the statute books with no change from
the way the voters passed it.
You can expect a series of law suits. The
claims ﬁled early in December and January
now have passed the 180 day mark so
that law suits can be ﬁled. 100-Friends of
Oregon sued the state, arguing that Measure
37 creates an illegally privileged class of
landowners who can exempt themselves
from land use rules. Oregonians in Action,
the folks who brought you Measure 37 in the
ﬁrst place, are talking about a suit to clear up
the issue of transferable development rights.
Maybe the courts will succeed in correcting
this problem where the legislature failed,
but this is not likely. Do not rule out another
ballot measure by Oregonians in Action to
clear up problems with the verbiage in the
original measure.
My prediction is that none of these efforts
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will have much affect on Measure 37 and it
will remain unchanged and in place until
the next session. The property owners who
have been standing on the side lines will
now make their claims because the measure
has at least two years of clear sailing before

the next session of the Legislature. The
problems with Measure 37’s wording will
eventually have to be addressed by the
Legislature. The two years until the next
session gives claimants, interested groups,
and the government time to shake out and

deﬁne the issues that they cannot work
through on their own. So let the battle rage
on.
James D. Vick, attorney representing
property owners in Measure 37 claims.

THE 2005 VOLVO S40 T5.

DON’T LET THE SUPERFLY STYLING MESS WITH YOUR MIND. IT’S STILL BUILT LIKE A VOLVO.
LOOK CLOSER—PAST THE BOLD EXTERIOR LINES AND ULTRASLIM CENTER CONTROL PANEL THAT SEEMS TO FLOAT
BETWEEN THE FRONT SEATS. AND GO BEYOND THE AMAZING SOUND. BE IT THE SCINTILLATING AVAILABLE 445-WATT,
13-SPEAKER DOLBY ® SURROUND PRO LOGIC® II SYSTEM. OR THE ROAR OF THE AVAILABLE HIGH-PERFORMANCE T5
TURBO ENGINE . YOU’LL FIND A VOLVO THAT INCORPORATES THE LATEST BREAKTHROUGHS FROM OUR LEGENDARY
SAFETY CENTER. INNOVATIONS LIKE VIVA, VOLVO INTELLIGENT VEHICLE ARCHITECTURE. A DESIGN PROCESS IN
WHICH EVERY ASPECT OF THE CAR IS ENGINEERED TO HELP MAKE THE DRIVING EXPERIENCE AS SAFE AS POSSIBLE
FOR YOU AND YOUR PASSENGERS. THE RESULT: ADVANCEMENTS LIKE A CHASSIS CONSISTING OF FOUR DIFFERENT
GRADES OF STEEL, EACH TO ABSORB A PORTION OF THE IMPACT IN THE EVENT OF A COLLISION. WHICH MAKES THE
2005 VOLVO S40 T5 REVOLUTIONARY—IN THE SAFEST SENSE OF THE WORD. BECAUSE, AFTER ALL, IT IS A VOLVO.
LEARN MORE AT WWW.VOLVOCARS.US/ALLNEWS40
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